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Abstract

There are special effects in spectroscopy that must be considered in order to fully
explain how molecular oxygen interacts with radiation in planetary atmospheres.
One of these, the Zeeman effect, is described in this thesis. The Zeeman effect is the
theory by which energy levels of atoms and molecules are altered by magnetism, and
it causes both polarization and line shape to change. The first publication attached
to this thesis, Paper I, details the technical and practical implementation of the
Zeeman effect in a radiative transfer model. One potential use of magnetically altered
spectroscopy is to remotely measure magnetism. Paper II discuss a method for such
measurements on weakly magnetized planets by measuring the polarization caused
by the Zeeman effect. The article brings up Mars as one potential candidate to
utilize the method. To introduce the articles properly, the thesis starts with a short
description of the underlying basic theory for radiative transfer and spectroscopy.
After the theory chapter, a short description of input necessary to utilize the theory
on operational and experimental platforms is presented.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Remote sensing is widely used for determining atmospheric parameters. One
reason is that some data are not attainable by other means. For instance, the only
way to learn about exoplanets is by remote sensing. At the same time, remote sensing
allows for the vast data mining necessary, e.g., for weather forecasting. Remote
sensing is often the only reasonable option available to gather these meteorological
data, as in situ measurements are very expensive to do above Earth’s surface on
sufficient scales.

At the heart of remote sensing is radiative transfer. Without locating the origin
of the observed radiation, and without proper interpretation of what the measured
value represents, understanding and utilizing instrumental results are both impossible.
The work up to this licentiate thesis has mostly focused on describing the effect that
magnetism has on the propagation of radiation affected by molecular oxygen in the
microwave region. Known as the Zeeman effect, the radiation is polarized and the
emission lines are split when the molecule is placed in an external magnetic field.
This is because molecular oxygen has two ’free’ electrons that can interact with the
magnetic field, causing the molecular energy levels to slightly change. More details
are available in Section 2.3.1, as well as in Paper I (Larsson et al., 2014). A Zeeman
propagation model has important applications in a wide range of research areas from
meteorology to planetary physics.

Commonly used meteorological instruments, for instance the Advanced Microwave
Sounder Unit A (AMSU-A) and the Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder (SS-
MIS; Kunkee et al., 2008), measure molecular oxygen electromagnetic spectrum to
attain temperature profiles, e.g., by imaging different frequency bins. Oxygen is useful
for these types of measurements on Earth because of its high and constant abundance,
which results in strong and stable spectral features. In the lower atmosphere the Zee-
man effect can be ignored since emission lines are strongly pressure-broadened, which
hides the Zeeman effect. For molecular oxygen at high pressures, a special effect on
propagation called line mixing occurs. Line mixing introduce the problem that lines
cannot be treated as fully separate and additive features of the gas, but the lines
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2 Introduction

will be mixed together. In the stratosphere and above, however, the Zeeman effect is
important for these instruments. I will partly focus on line mixing during the second
part of my PhD studies, after the licentiate, since it is necessary for a full molecular
oxygen spectroscopy model.

Another application for a Zeeman effect model is the quantification of magnetism
by remote measurements. Although in a completely different frequency region and
for other molecules/atoms, the Zeeman effect has been used to determine magnetism
at the sun and other stars (see, e.g., Berdyugina and Solanki, 2002, and works cited
therein). The method they apply in solar physics is not likely to be useful on planets.
This is because the magnitude of the magnetic field is very different between most
planets and stars, which causes the Zeeman split lines to overlap more, which better
hides the magnetic signal. The effect of the magnetic field on radiation propagation
in the Martian atmosphere is discussed in Paper II (Larsson et al., 2013), wherein
we also present a new method for detection of weak planetary magnetism.

The Atmospheric Radiative Transfer Simulator (ARTS; Buehler et al., 2005; Eriks-
son et al., 2011) is central to my work. ARTS models propagation of polarized radi-
ation through three dimensional planetary atmospheres of the user’s choice utilizing
Stokes formalism. The software is licensed under the GNU Public License and it is
freely available online. The current developmental branch of ARTS contain methods
that allow the user to utilize both the Zeeman effect and line mixing in conjuncture
when calculating molecular oxygen spectroscopy, which I have developed.

This licentiate thesis will begin with a chapter covering the basic theory of ra-
diative transfer affected by molecular spectroscopy and how this can be modeled.
Basic radiative transfer is explained in Section 2.1 and basic atmospheric absorption
is explained in Section 2.2. Both sections are by necessity neither exhaustive nor very
detailed. I then move on to cover more specialized topics useful for my past and future
work in Section 2.3, which acts as a supplement to the Zeeman effect description in
Paper I, and also introduces line mixing. Chapter 3 presents sources and assump-
tions for basic inputs necessary to model Zeeman-affected radiative transfer, such as
magnetic field models and spectroscopic databases. Also included in this chapter is
a non-exhaustive section on available measurements for Earth and Mars. The last
chapter summarizes the attached publications.



Chapter 2

Theory

This chapter describes the theoretical basis required by the reader to understand
the implementation and operation of the Zeeman effect in radiative transfer modeling.
The descriptions below focus on molecular oxygen spectroscopy. Most of the theory
can be directly applied to other molecules or atoms, but in no way is this chapter
general and I will not always attempt to point out when and where it is general.

2.1 Basic Radiative Transfer

The radiation in any volume is a function of both the medium in the volume, internal
radiation sources of the volume, and external radiation sources. The medium may be
the atmosphere, the sun, the sea, a stone, paper etc.. This work will only consider
atmospheric radiative transfer. For atmospheric radiative transfer, the main external
sources are the sun, the planetary surface, the cosmic background radiation, and
man-made transmitters, for instance radars. The molecules in the atmosphere acts
as both emitters and absorbers of radiation.

The simplified goal of scientific observations of radiation in an atmosphere is to
retrieve the variable state of the atmosphere. Since the radiation observable from a
planet depends on the atmosphere and on the surface in a non-linear fashion, it is
mostly impossible to retrieve the atmospheric state analytically from measurements.
Thus, an atmospheric radiative transfer model is necessary to make use of remote
measurements.

3



4 Theory

2.1.1 Scalar Radiative Transfer

2.1.1.1 Beer’s Law

When radiation passes through the atmosphere, some will be absorbed. This is known
as Beer’s law, sadly not because of the drink1. One way to visualize Beer’s law is by
holding a glass of beer in front of a lamp. A significant part of the original light from
the lamp will not reach you, the observer, anymore. The equation that governs how
much of the incoming light reaches the observer in this case is

dI

dr
= −αI, (2.1)

where α is the absorption coefficient of the medium, I is the total intensity, and dr
is infinitesimal distance the radiation is transfered, i.e., an infinitesimal part of the
diameter of the beer glass in the example. The above equation may be solved for
distinct layers as

Ik,out = Ik,ine
−αkrk , (2.2)

where k signifies a homogeneous layer; αk is the layer’s absorption coefficient, and rk
the layer’s thickness. In this description, Ik,in is the incoming radiation to layer k
and Ik,out is the outgoing radiation from layer k.

2.1.1.2 Planck’s Law

The warmth of an atmosphere will cause it to radiate, acting like a source of radiation.
This thermal source of radiation can be described by Planck’s law. Planck’s law gives
the maximum emission from a thermal source that randomly emits photons. Not
all sources emit on this level. Those that do are called blackbody radiators. The
emission from a blackbody is

B =
2hf 3

c2
1

ehf/kBT − 1
, (2.3)

where h is Planck’s constant, f is the frequency, c is the speed of light in vacuum, kB
is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the temperature.

If the frequency is low, the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation

B ≈ BRJ =
2f 2kBT

c2
(2.4)

is close to Planck’s law, and is derived by inserting the first order Taylor expansion

ehf/kBT ≈ 1 +
hf

kBT
(2.5)

1Perhaps equally saddening is that I do not know the original conceiver of this often repeated
pun.



2.1. Basic Radiative Transfer 5

into Planck’s law when hf/kBT << 1. It is not very common to use Rayleigh-Jeans
approximation in proper simulations instead of Planck’s law. There is not much
computational time to be saved by switching away from Planck’s law. It is, however,
a common practice to convert total intensity at low frequencies to a construct known
as brightness temperature by

TBRJ
=

Ic2

2f 2kB
. (2.6)

The idea in the above equation is that if the intensity measured, I, is from a blackbody
radiator, then, in the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation, TBRJ

is the temperature of this
blackbody radiator. This conversion turns out, in the atmospheric sciences, to be
quite good for intuitively understanding total intensity data in low frequency ranges.
As is described below, the brightness temperature is connected to the real temperature
of the atmosphere. The practice to convert to brightness temperature directly from
Planck’s law also exist.

2.1.1.3 Combining Planck’s Law and Beer’s Law

By combining absorption and emission to solve the scalar radiative transfer problem
for a non-scattering medium, we get

dI

dr
= −α (I − B) . (2.7)

This has a solution per layer as

Ik,out = Ik,ine
−αkrk + Bk

(
1 − e−αkrk

)
. (2.8)

The limitations on the width of the layer is such that it must be approximately homo-
geneous with regard to optical properties and temperature. From Equations 2.7 and 2.8
it is clear why brightness temperature is an intuitive quantity.

There are two ways by which there is simple change in the total intensity. The
first case is when α = 0 throughout the transfer. In this scenario, the only outgoing
radiation is the incoming radiation. Imagine observing the surface from a downward-
looking satellite with no atmospheric absorption. The only thing limiting your field of
view in this case is the planetary surface itself. The atmosphere will appear perfectly
clear, which is why frequency ranges with α = 0 are often called window channels. The
brightness temperature of the surface is understood from Equation 2.7; it is the surface
absorption coefficient times the Planck function of the surface temperature. The
brightness temperature retrieved from a window channel is therefore, if the surface
emissivity is known, only a function of the physical temperature of the surface itself.

The second case is when the absorption is so large that the thermal emission
becomes saturated2 at low altitudes. In a saturated atmosphere, the layered outgoing
total intensity depends solely on the temperature of the layer. At very high altitudes,

2The atmosphere is considered saturated from a radiative transfer perspective when the radiation
from a layer is only the thermal radiation of that layer, that is when Ik,out = Bk of Equation 2.8.



6 Theory

the absorption coefficient will once again be zero. This is because, even though the
absorption coefficient is high close to the surface, it will drop with increasing altitude
because both the number density of a molecule drops with increasing height and since
pressure broadening also decreases with increasing height. (Pressure broadening and
molecular absorption are discussed in the next section.)

Again, imagine observing this optically thick atmosphere from the perspective
of a downward-looking satellite. You will not be able see the physical surface of
the planet below you. What you will see instead is a blurry atmospheric ’surface’
layer. We know that at the top of this layer α ≈ 0, because from some point the
total intensity remains unchanged throughout the rest of the propagation path. The
bottom of the layer must be the last part of the atmosphere that is saturated, i.e.,
where exp(−αkrk) ≈ 0. The total intensity registered by you from the satellite is thus
a weight of the thermal emissions over the atmospheric ’surface’ layer. Consequently,
the brightness temperature is the mean weighted temperature of the ’surface’ layer.

2.1.2 Vector Radiative Transfer

There is a problem that is neglected in scalar radiative transfer. This is polarization.
Polarization can essentially be understood from imagining radiation as a stream of
oscillating photons. If there is an average directionality of oscillation the radiation is
said to be polarized.

There are polarizing effects on radiation in the atmosphere. These include, e.g.,
reflection, scattering and the Zeeman effect. The scalar equation cannot handle this
polarization properly. One problem is that rotation due to reflection may turn one
kind of polarization into another. This means that we are required to solve the
radiative transfer interactively for different directionality of polarization.

In a 3D Cartesian coordinate system with the radiation propagating in the ẑ-
direction, radiation can oscillate with any directionality in the x-y plane. If the
average oscillation is along one of these combinations, e.g., the x̂-axis, then the po-
larization is linear and x̂-directional. If the oscillation change directionality over
time (i.e., there is a phase difference between the propagation of x̂-directional and
ŷ-directional radiation), then the radiation is circularly polarized. If there is no di-
rectionality, the radiation is unpolarized. Different level of ellipticity occur, and these
can be described by, e.g., the Stokes vector.

2.1.2.1 The Stokes Vector

The challenge tackled by the Stokes formalism is to describe the polarized intensity
of radiation in the fewest possible terms in what the Stokes vector. There are six
independent polarization bases in Stokes formalism. Of these, four are linearly ori-
ented and two are circularly oriented. These are described in the list below by six
commonly used names, unit vectors describing their main directionality in the x-y
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plane, and small artistic arrows showing the same directionality graphically:

Vertical: êv =
[

0 1 0
]

[ ↑ ],

Horizontal: êh =
[

1 0 0
]

[ → ],

Plus 45�: ê+45◦ =
[

cos
(
π
4

)
sin

(
π
4

)
0

]
[ ↗ ],

Minus 45�: ê−45◦ =
[

cos
(
7π
4

)
sin

(
7π
4

)
0

]
[ ↘ ],

Left Circular: êlc =
[

0 0 −1
]

[ � ],

Right Circular: êrc =
[

0 0 1
]

[ � ],

From a näıve perspective, one might think that only two linear polarization bases are
required to describe the ellipticity of the polarization. However, if we consider that
the intensity along êv and along êh is equal if all of the intensity is along ê+45◦ , it is
clear to see that more than two linear polarization bases are required for otherwise
it is unknown that the instensity along ê−45◦ is nil. For the circular polarizations
this ’off-axis’ geometry is not valid and we are left with only two possible circular
polarization states.

It is possible to simplify the problem further than to use a six numbered vector.
This is because the total intensity of vertical and horizontal polarization must be the
same as the total intensity of circular polarization, and the total intensity of off-axis
polarization. The Stokes vector, �I = [I,Q, U, V ]�, is now possible to define. The
notations I use for the Stokes vector follow Eriksson et al. (2011), with

I ≡ Iv + Ih = I+45◦ + I−45◦ = Ilc + Irc,
Q ≡ Iv − Ih,
U ≡ I+45◦ − I−45◦ ,
V ≡ Ilc − Irc,

where I is the total intensity, Q is the difference between horizontal and vertical
polarization intensities (êv, êh), U is the difference between plus and minus 45� po-
larization intensities (ê+45◦ , ê−45◦), V is the difference between left and right circular
polarization intensities (êlc, êrc), Iv is the total intensity along êv, Ih is the total in-
tensity along êh, I+45◦ is the total intensity along ê+45◦ , I−45◦ is the total intensity
along ê−45◦ , Ilc is the total intensity along êrc, and Irc is the total intensity along êrc.

2.1.2.2 Vector Beer’s Law

In order to rework Beer’s law from its scalar form of Equation 2.1 to work with the
Stokes vector, it is necessary to convert the absorption coefficient of Equation 2.23 to
a matrix. The vector form of Beer’s law becomes (Emde et al., 2004)

d�I

dr
= −K�I, (2.9)
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to which the homogeneous layer solution (analog of Equation 2.2) is

�Ik,out = e−Kkrk �Ik,in. (2.10)

In the above, K is the propagation matrix, which by necessity to work with the Stokes
vector is a 4×4 matrix. As a mathematical reminder, the exponent of a square matrix
A is defined as

eA =
∞∑
n=0

1

n!
An. (2.11)

There are ways to numerically approximate a solution to the infinite sum above, but
I will not detail any here.

For unpolarized absorption, the propagation matrix will be

KI =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

αI 0 0 0
0 αI 0 0
0 0 αI 0
0 0 0 αI

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (2.12)

since reduction of each polarization is equal, and if the incoming radiation is fully
polarized, then its Stokes components must be reduced the same as its total inten-
sity. In the unpolarized case, the scalar Beer’s law (Equation 2.1) and vector Beer’s
law (Equation 2.9) are interchangeable, i.e., α = αI . Most absorption lines behave
unpolarized and will therefore simply reduce the total amount of radiation following
Beer’s law with the above propagation matrix.

If there is a polarizing influence on the attenuation, the propagation matrix will
be

KA =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

αI αQ αU αV

αQ αI 0 0
αU 0 αI 0
αV 0 0 αI

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (2.13)

where the individual indexes show the influence on different polarization components.
If the absorption is polarizing, scalar and vector Beer’s law are not interchangeable.
The absorption coefficient αI is still total absorption, but αQ, αU and αV are the
differences between the absorption coefficient of their respective Stokes components.
One example of application of polarizing attenuation is reflection from the ground,
where some energy is lost and there is a difference in how polarization components
interact with the surface as a function of, e.g., incoming angle.

If there is a polarizing influence on the refraction, which causes a rotation of
polarization, the matrix will be

KB =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 0
0 0 βV βU

0 −βV 0 −βQ

0 −βU βQ 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (2.14)
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where the main delaying polarization component is marked by the indexes. Each β
is thus representative of the polarization rotation caused by phase delays between
the perpendicular polarizations indicated by the index. For example, if there is a
difference in propagation speed between vertical and horizontal polarizations (non-
zero βQ), then some linear polarization will turn into circular (and vice versa) while
the radiation propagates. One example of phase delay in the atmosphere is Faraday
rotation, which is caused by the rotation of electrons in a magnetic field.

Note that if there are several different influences on the polarization state of the
radiation, the sum of all Kj will be the effective K. For instance, the Zeeman effect
is influenced by both attenuation and phase delay, and must therefore be described
by

K =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

αI αQ αU αV

αQ αI βV βU

αU −βV αI −βQ

αV −βU βQ αI

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ . (2.15)

2.1.2.3 Vector Planck’s Law

Planck’s law in vector form reads

�B =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

B
0
0
0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (2.16)

where B is the scalar Planck’s law (Equation 2.3). Blackbody radiation is random,
and will as such only affect the I component of the radiation. Note that thermal
emission can still carry polarization because the emission itself depends on the prop-
agation matrix.

The conversion to brightness temperature is also slightly different in vector form
than in scalar form. I again use the notation by Eriksson et al. (2011), who define

�TBRJ
=

(
c2

4f 2kB

)⎡
⎢⎢⎣

I
Q
U
V

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

TBRJ ,I

TBRJ ,Q

TBRJ ,U

TBRJ ,V

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ . (2.17)

In this notation, TBRJ ,I + TBRJ ,Q is the brightness temperature for the vertical po-

larization component. �TB,∗ can be either from a Rayleigh-Jeans approximation or
directly from Planck’s law, but the above is for Rayleigh-Jeans.

2.1.2.4 Combining Vector Planck’s Law and Vector Beer’s Law

In analogy to Equation 2.7, the vector radiative transfer equation is

d�I

dr
= −K

(
�I − �B

)
. (2.18)
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In similar analogy to Equation 2.8, this has a solution per layer as

�Ik,out = e−Kkrk �Ik,in +
(
I− e−Kkrk

)
�Bk, (2.19)

where I is the identity matrix.

2.1.2.5 Sensor Orientation

One important sensor property to keep in mind while discussing polarization is the
sensor orientation. If the medium is polarizing and radiative transfer is considered in
layers, then calculations in each layer are most easily performed by considering the
orientation of the sensor as the reference coordinate system. This is because the effects
that cause polarization are usually oriented according to some local field that may or
may not change between the layers. For example, the propagation associated with
the Zeeman effect is oriented along the magnetic field and the propagation associated
with reflection from the surface is oriented with respect to the normal of the surface.

Reorienting the local effects on the linear polarization to the sensor coordinate
system may be done by considering Equation 2.18 in another coordinate system as

L−1d
�I

dr
= −K′

(
L−1�I + �B

)
, (2.20)

where the prime on K′ is there to denote the propagation in a rotated coordinate
system, and L is the rotation matrix to change the Stokes vector from the sensor
coordinate system to the rotated coordinate system (see, e.g., Mishchenko et al.,
2002)

L =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0
0 cos 2η − sin 2η 0
0 sin 2η cos 2η 0
0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (2.21)

where η is the counterclockwise angle of rotation of the sensor polarization direction-
ality to the locally polarizing effect’s directionality. Note that L �B = �B, so it follows
from Equation 2.20 that

K = L K′ L−1, (2.22)

and that by this operation the polarization is oriented according to the sensor for
each layer.

2.2 Basic Atmospheric Absorption

To model atmospheric radiative transfer properly requires knowledge of how molecules
in an atmospheric volume interact with the radiation. The main way by which
molecules interact with radiation is through absorption/emission lines. The effec-
tive atmospheric absorption may be approximated from the line-by-line absorption
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profile as

α(f) =
∑
s

ns

∑
l

f tanh(hf/2kBT )

f0,l tanh(hf0,l/2kBT )
SlFl(f), (2.23)

where ns is the number density of molecule s, f0,l is the central frequency of line l, Sl

is the line strength of line l, and Fl is the line’s shape as a function of the frequency
f . The factor f tanh(hf/2kBT )/f0,l tanh(hf0,l/2kBT ) is a necessary correction to
standard line shapes. It is mostly important for low frequencies near the line center,
as it otherwise approaches unity near the line center, or the shape itself approaches
zero when f is far from f0,l. For some more details on this correction factor, please
see Huber and van Vleck (1966).

In essence, absorption is considered additive for all lines and all gases in the
atmosphere. Lines are considered to have one frequency, but due to physical effects
(mainly caused by pressure and temperature), the lines will be broadened to cover a
wide frequency range, and sometimes even shift the central frequency of the line. This
section discuss absorption/emission lines and their shapes, as well as their physical
causes. The aim is to provide an intuitive and mathematical understanding of the
underlying physics of lines.

2.2.1 Line Strength

Line strength is the absorption rate of a line per path length of propagation path and
per molecule. Doubling the number of molecules will double the total absorption of
a volume and doubling the path length will double the volume the radiation has to
propagate through, also doubling the absorption. This subsection will discuss the def-
inition and derivation of the line strength. More detailed definitions and derivations
can be found, e.g., in the works by Hilborn (1982) and by Šimečková et al. (2006).
In simple terms, the strength of a transition depends on the total rate of change of
the molecule’s state levels — the higher the rate of change, the stronger the line.

2.2.1.1 Generating a Photon

Perhaps the most basic problem involved in radiative transfer is the generation of
photons. In essence, an electron-atom or an electron-molecule system that generates
photons is composed of several discrete energy levels. A transition between two of
these energy levels changes the total energy of the system. Considering two energy
levels Ej and Ei, for levels j and i, between which the electron can move3, the energy
of the transition is simply the difference between these energy levels

ΔE = Ej − Ei. (2.24)

3This movement is not meant to represent a physical electronic transition. There are generally
three levels of molecular transitions. These are called rotational, vibrational and electronic. Ro-
tational transitions have the lowest energy differences and are as such associated with microwave
electromagnetic spectra. Vibrational transitions have larger energy differences and their lines can be
found in the infrared electromagnetic spectra. Electronic transitions have much larger energy and
can be found in visible to ultraviolet electromagnetic spectra.
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These energy levels are difficult to observe directly, but the photon generated by the
transition can readily be observed by a radiometer or spectrometer.

The particle generated from the change of internal energy levels is the photon.
The photon is generated with energy ΔE, and it will have the frequency

fji =
|ΔE|
h

. (2.25)

(Here and below ji means a transition from Ej to Ei, and oppositely ij is a transi-
tion from Ei to Ej.) Throughout this work, a transition is interchangeably called a
line. The frequency associated with a line is called the central frequency of the line.
Absorbing a photon of the right frequency increases the energy of the electron-atom
or electron-molecule system. Conversely, emitting a photon decreases the energy of
the system. I will for simplicity refer to absorbing and emitting species as molecules
below.

2.2.1.2 Rate of Transitions

Transitions can happen in a few ways, including spontaneous decay, induced decay,
and induced absorption. The spontaneous decay rate of level Ej is described by the
Einstein A-coefficient, Aji, with units of decays per second, the induced decay and
induced absorption are describe by the Einstein B-coefficients. If for all entities of a
molecule there are initially nj molecules in state Ej, the Einstein A-coefficient can be
used to calculate the number of these molecules in this state after some time t by

nj(t) = nj(0)e−t
∑

i Aji , (2.26)

where the initial number in the state is nj(0). This can intuitively be understood
from the idea that the number of molecules in state Ej is a function of the natural
decay rate of state Ej to state Ei. The sum of all Einstein A-coefficients will then
naturally give the spontaneous decay time of Ej,

ts,j =

(∑
i

Aji

)−1

, (2.27)

so that the rate of decay of Ej can be rewritten as

nj(t) = nj(0) e−t/ts,j . (2.28)

Induced decay and induced absorption are both aptly named since they occur
as a function of external electromagnetic fields. Considering the simple case with
only the transition between states E1 and E2 then there is a balance between the
radiation-induced B-coefficients and the natural decay rate of the A-coefficient

n2A21 = n1B12u(f21) − n2B21u(f21), (2.29)
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where u(f21) is the energy density of the field per frequency at frequency f21, B21 is
the induced emission, ni is the number of molecules in state Ei in the volume, and B12

is the induced absorption. Both of Einstein’s B-coefficients are in units of decays per
second per energy density per frequency. Note that for atmospheric thermal emission
lines, the left-hand side of this equation is vanishingly small. However, stating the
full balance as above helps us understand relations further down. The external field
at the natural frequency of the level [u(f21)] is inducing both additional absorption
and additional emission. In this work, the field inducing emission and absorption is
assumed to be the Planck function. In, e.g., lasers, the external field is artificially
inducing emissions and will not be the Planck field.

The line strength is by Šimečková et al. (2006) the right-hand of Equation 2.29
per entity of the molecule. This means

S21(T ) =
1

n
[n1B12 − n2B21]

hf21
c2

, (2.30)

where 1/n means it is per entity of the (isotopic) molecule. The distribution of
molecular states is in this work assumed to follow the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

ni = ngi
e−Ei/kBT

Q(T )
, (2.31)

where gi is a constant of the energy level i, and Q(T ) is the sum of all possible states.
Known as the partition function,

Q(T ) =
∑
i

gi e
−Ei/kBT , (2.32)

it is calculated and described in detail in, e.g., the work by Fischer et al. (2003).
Inserting Equation 2.29 with Equation 2.31 into Equation 2.30, the line strength can
be written

S21(T ) =
g2A21

Q(T )

c

8πf 2
21

[
e−E1/kBT − e−E2/kBT

]
. (2.33)

To translate the strength at a reference temperature to the line strength at another
temperature, it is necessary to know one of the energy levels, the energy associated
with the inherent frequency of the transition, and the ratio of the total integrated
partition sum at two temperatures. Adapting the reference line strength to the line
strength at any temperature is done by

S21(T ) = S ′
l(T0)

S21(T )

S21(T0)
= S ′

l(T0)
Q(T0)

Q(T )

e−E1/kBT − e−E2/kBT

e−E1/kBT0 − e−E2/kBT0
, (2.34)

where S ′
l(T0) ≡ S21(T0) if the same source for the total integrated partition sums was

used. These two parameters are separated in the equation above to make it clear
that the reference line strength from one line database can, if desired, be mixed with
a total integrated partition function from another line database.
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The discussion above is all related to cases when there is a local thermodynamic
equilibrium (LTE). If a system is in LTE, the temperature, pressure and all physical
quantities that make up the system considered to be locally constant. The molecule
must be of the same temperature as its surrounding, and it must both emit and
absorb uniformly in all directions. One of the problems that arise outside LTE is that
the energy level distribution from the Maxwell-Boltzmann theory (Equation 2.31) is
no longer valid because u(f12) and Q(T ) no longer depends on the same temperature.
Methods to compute radiative transfer in non-LTE are available (e.g. by Funke et al.
(2012)), but none are explicitly included in ARTS.

2.2.2 Line Shape

Lines do not only influence the radiation at a single frequency but are rather broad-
ened to influence a wider frequency range. To create the final spectroscopic response,
all overlapping broadened lines must be added together. To describe the line broad-
ening, several physical functions are used, some of which are described below. The
described functions all broaden the line symmetrically around the line frequency.
These functions are described by the line frequency and the relative width of the
broadening. The relative width is commonly called the half-width at half-maximum4.

The normalization used herein is that the basic line shape functions integrated
over frequency is unity, i.e., ∫ ∞

0

F (f)df = 1, (2.35)

where F (f) is any line shape function. Others may normalize the line shape to, e.g.,
π because this turns out to be a common factor in line shape calculations.

2.2.2.1 Natural Broadening

From Hilborn (1982) the natural line shape may be found from the natural decay
rate, ts of Equation 2.27, as

FN(f) =
1

π

1/2πts

(f − f0)
2 + (1/2πts)

2 , (2.36)

where 1/2πts is the half-width at half-maximum natural broadening of the distribu-
tion, and f0 is the line central frequency. The above is called the natural line shape
because it is directly related to the natural lifetime of an energy level. Intuitively, as
any function narrows in time it will become broader in frequency. This can be demon-
strated in principle by the Heisenberg uncertainty ΔtΔf ≥ C, where C is a constant,
Δt is the certainty in time, and Δf is the certainty of the frequency change. Since
a faster rate of decay is more certain in time, it is also more uncertain in frequency
(and thus distributed over a broader frequency range).

4The half-width at half-maximum is formally defined as the absolute frequency change for which
F (f) = 1

2F (f0), where F (f) is a distribution function centered around f0.
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If we want a more mathematical understanding of why lines cannot influence only
their central frequency, it is straightforward to derive the natural line shape from the
rate of decay discussed in Section 2.2.1. Considering a line with only one possible
frequency, in time the wave should oscillate according to

E(t) = ei2πf0t. (2.37)

However, we already know that this cannot be the shape of the wave since Equa-
tion 2.28 show a dampening of the wave amplitude as a function of the natural
lifetime of each state level. We therefore have to write the dampened waveform of
the line as

E(t) = e−|t|/ts+i2πf0t, (2.38)

where I am adding the “absolute value” sings on the time associated with the decay
because the decay is one-dimensional in time; intuitively, there is no way to know
the distribution of energy states before some time zero. The Fourier transform of
Equation 2.38 yields

F [E(t)] (f) ≡ ∫ +∞
−∞ e−|t|/ts−i2πt(f ′−f0)df ′

= 1
1/ts+i2π(f−f0)

+ 1
1/ts−i2π(f−f0)

,
(2.39)

which is identical to Equation 2.36.

2.2.2.2 Thermal Broadening

The molecules of the atmosphere are moving. This movement is directly linked to
the kinetic energy of the atmosphere; kinetic energy in the equilibrium atmosphere is
described by the atmospheric temperature. Emitted radiation will thereby be either
red-shifted or blue-shifted to some degree depending on the molecules’ speed relative
to the observer due to Doppler shifting. The Doppler shift is calculated from

f = f0

(
1 +

v

c

)
, (2.40)

where v is the velocity of the molecule.
The atmosphere is mostly not going anywhere, so the average velocity is zero in

wind-free conditions. Since it is only the velocity relative to the observer that is
important, a centered one-dimensional Maxwell distribution describes the motion of
the molecules statistically. This one-dimensional velocity distribution is

DM(v) =

√
1

π

√
m

2kBT
exp

(
− mv2

2kBT

)
, (2.41)

where m is the molecule’s mass. The integral
∫ vj
vi

DM (v)dv returns the ratio of
molecules with vi < v < vj. The speed distribution and Doppler shift functions will
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together act like a broadening function. Known as the Doppler broadening function,
it can be written as

DM(f) =

√
1

π

√
m

2kBT
exp

(
− mc2

2kBTf 2
0

[f − f0]
2

)
. (2.42)

Some simplifications can be made since from Equation 2.40

dv =
c

f0
df, (2.43)

and these simplifications are useful because it is inconvenient to always write∫ vj

vi

DM(f)dv =

∫ fj

fi

c

f0
DM(f)df (2.44)

for calculating the ratio of molecules having fi < f < fj. The Doppler broadening
function is thus commonly written as

FD(f) =
c

f0
DM(f) =

√
1

π

√
mc2

2kBTf 2
0

exp

(
− mc2

2kBTf 2
0

[f − f0]
2

)
. (2.45)

From the above equation, the half-maximum is found at

f = f0

(
1 ±

√
2kBT ln 2

mc2

)
. (2.46)

The half-width at half-maximum thermal broadening is then simply

ΔfD = f0

√
2kBT ln 2

mc2
. (2.47)

Thermal broadening is the most easily understood broadening parameter. So when
thermal broadening is dominant, then it is often straightforward to analyze spectral
features to retrieve atmospheric parameters, even on planets other than Earth. One
exception to this rule, however, is when the Zeeman effect is important. This effect
complicates the broadening by altering the width and shape of the line for some
molecules depending on magnetic parameters in the atmosphere, and the effect is
predominantly important in Doppler broadening dominated spectra. The Zeeman
effect is described in more detail in the next section.

2.2.2.3 Pressure Broadening

As pressure increases, the rate of collisions between molecules increase. The lifetime
of an energy level in vacuum may be longer than the collision interval of the molecules,
but collisions can force transitions, which reduces the effective lifetime of energy levels.
As the effective lifetime of an energy level is decreased, the line shape becomes broader
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as per the reasoning for natural broadening; the pressure-shortened state level lifetime
dampens the waveform so that its frequency distribution broadens.

Pressure broadening is from this picture very similar to the natural broadening of
Equation 2.36. According to Rosenkranz and Staelin (1988), the Lorentz distribution
that describes pressure broadening is in its complex form for molecular oxygen

FL(f) =
1

π

1

f − f0 − iΔfp
, (2.48)

where Δfp is the half-width at half-maximum pressure broadening. This is called
pressure broadening because

Δfp = γ0p, (2.49)

where p is the pressure and γ0 is a line specific pressure broadening parameter. The
imaginary part of the complex Lorentz distribution describes attenuation and the real
part is associated with refraction or phase delay. To give a more detailed mathematical
treatment of pressure broadening is difficult without a longer discussion that I do not
want to attempt here. Instead I will just briefly present the historical development of
pressure broadening theory from a layman perspective, keeping track of some of the
assumptions.

From the natural broadening, we saw that Equation 2.37 must have an additional
dampening factor to give the line shape. This dampening factor is a function of the
interaction of other atmospheric molecules with the radiating molecule. Anderson
(1949) used the assumption of classically moving molecules colliding strongly for a
short time period to compute pressure broadening for a single line as Equation 2.48.
One problem of pressure broadening is that collisions are also responsible for returning
the atmosphere to local thermodynamic equilibrium after an emission event. Thus
Anderson’s assumption is that strong collisions dampens the wave whereas weaker
collisions reset the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of energy levels. Another problem
is that the distance of interaction between molecules is not always negligible. If the
interaction is long, or the number of strong collisions is high enough (e.g. at higher
pressures), then more than one atmospheric molecule can be interacting with the
radiating molecule at once. Thus Anderson (1949) assumes that collisions are short.

Baranger (1958) expanded on Anderson’s idea for finer band structures and found
that if lines are closely spaced, the total spectroscopic response will not necessarily be
a sum of nearby broadened lines, but that there can be interference between the lines.
I will briefly discuss how this interference, or mixing, of lines affects molecular oxygen
spectroscopy in Section 2.3.2. For historical completeness, Fano (1963) and Ben-
Reuven (1966) formalized Baranger’s idea in a more general manner, and their works
are still central today to understand pressure broadening theory for more advanced
cases.

Even in the case of Equation 2.48, pressure broadening changes strongly depend-
ing on the surroundings of the molecule. In data that is supplied together with ARTS,
the pressure broadening parameter for different planets can be estimated by the con-
tribution of a selection of common species. This database is briefly described in the
next chapter.
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2.2.2.4 Combining Pressure and Thermal Broadening

To use a single line shape for the entire observed atmosphere is important for internal
consistency in a radiative transfer model. Lacking internal consistency may cause
problem when deriving, e.g., the height dependency of a retrieved spectral intensity,
especially in regions with similarly strong pressure broadening as thermal broadening.
Both the Lorentz distribution and the Doppler broadening distribution are limited
to being useful in their separate regions, as governed by which half-width at half-
maximum broadening variable is largest.

The Voigt function fulfills the condition of internal consistency by being the convo-
lution of the Doppler distribution and the imaginary part of the Lorentz distribution.
The Voigt function is written

FV (f) = (FD ∗ 
[FL])(f) =

∫ ∞

−∞
FD(f ′)
[FL(f − f ′)]df ′, (2.50)

where 
[FL] denotes the imaginary part of FL.
Calculations of more specialized propagation sometimes require that both atten-

uation and phase delay are known. It is not possible to use the Voigt distribution
for these specialized cases. Instead, we have to use a more general method that
returns not only the attenuation but also the phase delay. The Faddeeva function
(Sampoorna et al., 2007) fulfills this last condition and it can be written as

w(z) = exp
(−z2

)
erfc(−iz), (2.51)

where erfc(· · · ) is the complex error function, for mathematical completeness

erfc(x) = 1 − 2√
π

∞∑
n=0

(−1)n

n!(2n + 1)
x2n+1, (2.52)

and z = x + iy with

z =
1

πΔfDFL(f)†
(2.53)

where FL(f)† is the complex conjugate of Equation 2.48. There are presently no
analytical solutions to the Voigt or Faddeeva functions. There are numerical algo-
rithms for both functions. For example, the algorithm used by ARTS to calculate the
Faddeeva function is from the work by Zaghloul and Ali (2011). Their algorithm has
been implemented in C++ by Steven G. Johnson under the MIT license.

It is possible to utilize the Faddeeva function to calculate the normalized line
shape by

FV (f) + iFF/V (f) =
1√

πΔfD
w(z), (2.54)

where FF/V (f) is the Faraday-Voigt line shape, which describes the shape of the phase
delay around a line, and FV (f) is still the Voigt line shape.
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2.3 Special Types of Propagation

This section will deal with two special propagation effects in the atmosphere. These
are the Zeeman effect and line mixing. The Zeeman effect polarizes the radiation and
slightly alter its frequency distribution. This is mostly important at high altitudes
(low pressures). Line mixing changes the shape of an entire band by changing what
type of transitions take place. This is done by, as the name suggests, mixing the dis-
tribution of lines. Line mixing is mostly important at low altitudes (high pressures).
Not all lines experience the Zeeman effect or line mixing. Special conditions (ex-
plained below) must be fulfilled by a transition for these effects to occur. Molecular
oxygen fulfills the conditions to experience both line mixing and the Zeeman effect.

2.3.1 Zeeman Effect

The Zeeman effect polarize radiation depending on the orientation and strength of
the magnetic field. This is done by projecting the rotation of the energy level onto the
magnetic field, coupling the rotation with the magnetic field. Different projections
along the magnetic field will then change the total energy of a level by a different
amount. As a consequence, the energy of the radiation emitted and absorbed will
also change depending on the projection. For more detailed remarks see, e.g., Schadee
(1978) and Paper I of this thesis. This section will describe the cause of the splitting,
both from a classical and modern physics viewpoint with the intention to add a
broader background to Paper I.

2.3.1.1 Classical View of Splitting

Below follows the original description by Zeeman for the influence of magnetism on
line frequencies. Having made measurements of the effect, Zeeman (1897) describes
the splitting of lines for some molecules classically with the magnetic part of the
Lorentz equation

m�a = e�v × �H, (2.55)

and the assumption, also from Lorentz, that electrons are orbiting around molecules
and are held in place with a spring-like force

m�a = −k�r. (2.56)

In the above equations, m is the mass of the electron, e is the charge of the electron,
�a is the acceleration of the electron, �v is the speed of the electron, �r is the position of
the electron, k is the spring constant of the original transition, and �H is the magnetic
field. The idea of the spring-like force is that vibrations in �r causes the electric field
to vibrate, releasing energy like a dipole antenna. The released energy is then the
radiating field, or stream of photons.
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Summing both forces, setting �H along the ẑ-axis, the movement of the particle
can be found from

md2x
dt2

= −kx + eHz
dy
dt

md2y
dt2

= −ky − eHz
dx
dt

}
. (2.57)

This system of equations has the solution

x(t) = x(0) e
−i

(√
k
m
∓ eHz

2m

)
t

y(t) = y(0) e
−i

(√
k
m
∓ eHz

2m

)
t

⎫⎬
⎭ . (2.58)

From the above, it can be seen that an external magnetic field changes the central
frequency of the vibrations by

ΔfZ =
eHz

4πm
(2.59)

from the zero magnetic field frequency of

f0 =
1

2π

√
k

m
. (2.60)

The change in frequency due to the magnetic field is also called frequency splitting,
or Zeeman splitting. As one example, a line in a 50 T magnetic field would in this
case have a Zeeman splitting of about 700 kHz.

The method hints at why only some molecules experience the splitting and others
do not: there must be ’free’ electrons available to interact with the magnetic field;
electrons are ’free’ if their spin is not counteracted by another electron. If there are
no available electrons, the molecule will not experience splitting.

The original theory developed by Zeeman as above can explain the splitting of
one line into two lines when the molecule is placed in an external magnetic field. The
theory can also explain the splitting of one line into three lines, with a remaining
central line, perhaps because part of the line is unaffected by magnetism. However,
more than three split lines occur in nature. This is a problem for the theory by
Zeeman because there is nothing in Equation 2.59 that accounts for this.

2.3.1.2 Modern View of Splitting

Returning to the description of energy levels in Subsection 2.2.1, the Zeeman effect
changes the energy of a level by adding a perturbation to Equation 2.24 such that

ΔE = Ej + EjZ − Ei − EiZ , (2.61)

where EjZ and EiZ are the energy perturbation associated with the two energy levels.
That is, the modern way to look at frequency splitting is

fZ =
|Ej − Ei|

h
+

EjZ − EiZ

h
. (2.62)
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Notice the absence above of the “absolute value” signs of Equation 2.25 on the Zee-
man components. Both positive and negative frequency shifts occur. The Zeeman
component of the frequency is several orders of magnitude smaller than the otherwise
central frequency, so there will be no negative frequencies.

The energy associated with one Zeeman state is

EZ = −eh| �H|
4πm

gM (2.63)

where the factor eh/4πm is known as the Bohr magneton, which also occurs in Equa-
tion 2.59, and is usually written as μ0, i.e.,

EZ = −μ0| �H|gM, (2.64)

where M is the projection of the total angular momentum on the magnetic field, and
g is a state constant, e.g., for molecular oxygen described by

g = gs
J(J + 1) + S(S + 1) −N(N − 1)

2J(J + 1)
, (2.65)

where gs is a factor to account for relativistic effects (gs is discussed for O2 by Chris-
tensen and Veseth, 1978), J is the total angular momentum number including spin, S
is the total spin angular momentum number, and N is the total angular momentum
number without spin. For clarity, M can be any integer so that |M | ≤ J , i.e.,

M := −J, −J + 1, · · · , 0, · · · , J − 1, J. (2.66)

Getting from energy levels to frequency shift is straightforward (following deriva-
tions in, e.g., Berestetskii et al., 1980, who also explains the details to a greater
extent) as

ΔfZ = −μ0| �H|
h

(gM ′ − g′′M ′′), (2.67)

where the primes and the double primes are the respective upper and lower quantum
states of the system.

To understand Equations 2.64 and 2.65 it is necessary to treat the quantum num-
bers above as vectors and write that the change in energy state is

EZ = �μ · �H, (2.68)

where �μ is the magnetic moment of the molecule due to spin, which is

�μ = −2πμ0

h
gs �S, (2.69)

where the quantum number associated with �S is one-half times the number of ’free’
electrons. The above equation should be read so that the spin of the electrons along
the magnetic field is responsible for the shifted energy levels. This is very useful
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to keep in mind in the simplification that follows below. Since only the magnetic
component along the magnetic field is of interest, the above equation may be rewritten
as

2πμ0

h
gs�S =

2πμ0

h
gs �S ·

�J

�J · �J · �J, (2.70)

where �J is the total angular momentum vector including spin, i.e.,

�J ≡ �N + �S, (2.71)

where �N is the total angular momentum vector excluding spin. The squares (dual
�J · �J) allow the extraction

EZ = −2πμ0

h
μ′
(
�J · �H

)
= −μ0| �H|μ′M, (2.72)

since hM/2π is the projection of �J on �H. The intention is to show that μ′ is g from
Equation 2.65, so we write

μ′ = g = gs
�S · �J
�J · �J . (2.73)

Having defined �J as the total angular momentum above, it follows that

�S · �J ≡ �S ·
(
�N + �S

)
= �S · �N + �S · �S, (2.74)

where �S · �N can be understood from

�J · �J =
(
�N + �S

)
·
(
�N + �S

)
= �N · �N + �S · �S + 2 �S · �N. (2.75)

It is now straightforward to rewrite

�S · �J
�J · �J =

�J · �J − �N · �N + �S · �S
2 �J · �J , (2.76)

which can be written in terms of the absolute length of the vectors5

�S · �J
�J · �J =

J(J + 1) −N(N + 1) + S(S + 1)

2J(J + 1)
. (2.77)

It is through the above derivation seen that

g = gs
�S · �J
�J · �J = gs

J(J + 1) + S(S + 1) −N(N − 1)

2J(J + 1)
. (2.78)

The value of gs depends on the molecule in question and is a function of, e.g., rela-
tivistic effects.

5The length of �J is
√

J(J + 1)h/2π. Similar expressions hold for the other angular momentum
vectors.
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2.3.2 Line Mixing

So far, the discussion has only focused on transitions from one energy level to another
giving rise to distinct lines with distinct line centers, broadening parameters, etc..
These transitions are easy to describe because they simply change the energy level
in the emitter (absorber), e.g., from Ei to Ej by emitting (absorbing) a photon.
Hartmann et al. (2008) wrote a book on the subject of lines mixing. They explain
that the essence of simple line mixing is that there are other ways for the emitter
(absorber) to change from Ei to Ej than by direct emission (absorption). One of these
is by collisions, which can impart or remove energy from the emitting (absorbing)
molecule. If there are energy levels Ei′ and Ej′ sufficiently close to Ei and Ej that
a collision can change Ei into Ei′ and then Ej′ into Ej, another path is open for the
emitter (absorber) to change from Ei to Ej. Note that it is important that the path of
the transition is still from Ei to Ej to keep the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution valid.
Two molecules with this path in the atmosphere of Earth are O2 and CO2. Since the
photon emitted/absorbed is from the change of Ei′ to Ej′ , but the population levels
are those of Ei and Ej, the process is commonly known as line mixing. Line mixing
has been studied extensively. For a short historical overview, follow works in order
by Anderson (1949); Baranger (1958); Fano (1963); Ben-Reuven (1966), which offers
the theoretical development of pressure broadening.

2.3.2.1 From Ordered Approximations

Line mixing introduces a line shape that is not purely Lorentzian and additive at
high pressures. One way to approximate the line shape still involves the Lorentzian,
but with small perturbations. These perturbations depends on some power of the
pressure, and are known as ordered approximations. For more details see Smith
(1981), on whose work much of the discussion that follows below is based. The idea
with the ordered approximations is that Equation 2.23 is valid even for lines that are
mixed by a change in the line shape function.

The first order O2 model by Rosenkranz (1988) mixes the imaginary part of the
refractive index with its real counterpart. In his work, Equation 2.48 becomes

F ′
L(f) = (1 − iY )FL(f), (2.79)

where Y is the first order line mixing coefficient. The first order mixing coefficient
has temperature and pressure dependence as

Y = y′p
(
T0

T

)x

. (2.80)

The exponent, x, is set as 0.8 by the model for the 60 GHz oxygen band and the
values of y′ for a subset of the strongest lines in the band can be found tabulated
in Rosenkranz (1988) or, for the latest iteration of first order coefficients, Tretyakov
et al. (2005).
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A second order model for O2 was derived by Makarov et al. (2011). In this model

F ′
L(f) = (1 + G− iY )FL(f − f ′), (2.81)

where G and f ′ are the new second order line mixing coefficients, and there is also a
new temperature dependence as

Y =

(
y′0 + y′1

[
T0

T
− 1

])
p

(
T0

T

)x

, (2.82)

G =

(
g′0 + g′1

[
T0

T
− 1

])
p2

(
T0

T

)2x

, (2.83)

and

f ′ =

(
δf ′

0 + δf ′
1

[
T0

T
− 1

])
p2

(
T0

T

)2x

, (2.84)

where x is still 0.8.
It is important when using any ordered mixing that the line parameters used are

those assumed when deriving the coefficients. If this is not the case, the errors from
the mixing quickly accumulates.

Both the ordered approximations above have been computed for lower altitudes
as shown by their similarity with Equation 2.48. To expand the ordered line mixing
to work at higher altitudes, it is mathematically possible to use the Voigt and Fara-
day/Voigt line shape functions instead of the Lorentzian line shape. The line shape
model is then simply

FF (f)′ = (1 + G− iY )
[
FV (f − f ′) + iFF/V (f − f ′)

]
. (2.85)

It is similarly possible to combine line mixing and the Zeeman effect. This can be
done by applying, e.g., the second order line mixing correction on each Zeeman split
line, i.e., for one Zeeman line

F ′
Z(f) = S ′

Z (1 + G− iY )
[
FV (f − f ′ + ΔfZ) + iFF/V (f − f ′ + ΔfZ)

]
, (2.86)

where S ′
Z is the relative line strength of a Zeeman split line. The rest of the calcula-

tions will simply follow the Zeeman calculation scheme, again keeping Equation 2.23
valid. The above is the present state of my development in ARTS.

2.3.2.2 From the Impact Relaxation Matrix

The works by Fano (1963) and Ben-Reuven (1966) discuss pressure broadening from
a concept known as relaxation matrices, which encompass line mixing fully and can
be used to derive the ordered line mixing coefficients. One method available for
calculating line-mixed pressure broadening for molecular oxygen from the relaxation
matrix is the Energy-Corrected Sudden method (ECS), as described by Makarov et al.
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(2013) for molecular oxygen. ECS is currently missing in ARTS but is a potential
improvement in future iterations. The advantage of ECS compared to the ordered
models is that it is closer to theory, which is important for future expansions of ARTS.
ECS has been developed for CO2 (see, e.g., Rodrigues et al., 1999), meaning that it is
inherently adaptable to other species, which is another advantage. The disadvantage
is that it is more theoretically challenging to utilize, both on paper and for practical
speedy simulations. Another disadvantage is that it is difficult to directly combine
with the Zeeman effect.

For a quick overview following Makarov et al. (2013), ECS calculates a line shape
matrix

FECS(f) ∝ 1

If − f0 − ipW
, (2.87)

where I is an identity matrix, f0 is a diagonal matrix containing the central frequencies
of the lines in the considered band, and W is the relaxation matrix. Note that
FECS(f) is similar to the Lorentz distribution; this property is described again in a
few paragraphs. This matrix line shape is then multiplied with a line strength matrix
to get absorption as the trace of the result, i.e.,

α(f) ∝ 
 (Tr [S FECS(f) ]) , (2.88)

where S is the a line strength matrix containing the strength of each line in f0. (In
Makarov et al. (2013), what I call a line strength matrix is made from multiplying
the column dipole momenta vector with its transpose; the diagonal elements are the
squared dipole momenta of a line, which is proportional to the line strength, and the
off-diagonal elements [Sij, where the indexes represent position in the matrix S] are
the dipole momenta of line i multiplied by the dipole momenta of line j.) The relax-
ation matrix is not diagonal, so both real and imaginary parts of the line shape matrix
will be multiplied with the line strength matrix. Because of this multiplication, the
line mixing is mathematically clear. The relaxation matrix takes inelastic collisional
cross-sections, collisional durations, energy level scaling, angular momentum line cou-
plings, and more into account. As I have already stated above, to describe pressure
broadening properly is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The connection between the relaxation matrix and the ordered approximations is
shown in Smith (1981), on whose work the remainder of this theory section is based.
The pressure broadening parameter for a single line (Equation 2.49) is the real part
of the diagonal of the relaxation matrix

γ0 = �Wll. (2.89)

(For completeness, note that a previously neglected property of pressure broadening,
that there is a line center shift proportional to pressure, can be found as the imaginary
part of the diagonal of the relaxation matrix. This property is not important for
molecular oxygen so the imaginary diagonal of W can be considered nil here, as
stated by Makarov et al. (2013).) As an example, first order line mixing can be found
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from a weighted sum of the off-diagonal elements as

y′l

(
T0

T

)x

= 2
∑
j �=i

dj
di

Wji

f0,i − f0,j
, (2.90)

where the indexes to the line centers f0 indicates which lines central frequency is to
be used, and di/j is the dipole momenta of the indexed transition. Similar methods
can be used to find the second order line mixing coefficients.

If it is assumed that the relaxation matrix is nearly diagonal, then as a consequence


 (Tr [S FECS(f) ]) →
∑
l

SlFl(f), (2.91)

as in Equation 2.23. The above assumption is mathematically the same as stating
that Wij ≈ 0 when i �= j, that Wij = γ0 when i = j for each included line, and
that Fl(f) is the Lorentzian line shape of Equation 2.48. The assumption that W
is diagonal is valid at low pressures or when the relevant lines have very different
internal energy levels.



Chapter 3

Application

I will in this chapter briefly describe some sources for parameters utilized in the
radiative transfer model. I will also give a limited assortment of measurements and
applications of the theory presented in the previous chapter. The information below
have been used in part for my attached articles.

3.1 Databases

Databases of various kinds are important for modeling radiative transfer. To compute
the brightness temperature spectra around a line in the atmosphere, you need to first
input data about the line and the atmosphere into the radiative transfer model.
Temperature, pressure, broadening parameters, and line strength are all required to
calculate the spectroscopy of a line. If the line is also Zeeman split, then the magnetic
field is required as input, together with the quantum numbers of the line. Below I
describe briefly where databases containing the required input can be found and what
these databases contain.

3.1.1 Spectroscopy

There are several spectroscopic line databases. Some well-known are the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory (JPL) Molecular Spectroscopy database1, Gestion et Etude des Infor-
mations Spectroscopiques Atmosphériques (GEISA; Jacquinet-Husson et al., 2011),
and High-resolution Transmission Molecular Absorption Database (HITRAN). The
line parameters provided by these databases are essential for atmospheric radiative
transfer models. HITRAN, which is the database utilized the most by my work,
provides molecular line parameters through extensive collaborations and gathering
of laboratory results (see Rothman et al., 2013, and sources therein). The main
database contains line strength, isotopic abundances, and pressure broadening in the

1To be found at http://spec.jpl.nasa.gov/
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atmosphere of Earth, among other things. The larger HITRAN community provides
partition sums (Fischer et al., 2003), different types of continua (e.g., collision induced
absorptions by Richard et al., 2012), and line mixing models (e.g., Rodrigues et al.,
1999; Niro et al., 2004, 2005a,c,b).

Any errors in line parameters will propagate through the entire radiative transfer
simulation, sometimes with severe complications. For instance, if the quantum num-
bers of lines in a band are wrongly defined by the database, the Zeeman splitting can
be wrong. When matching line data between different databases, an error in quantum
numbers is very bad. (HITRAN 2008 had this issue in the O2 60 GHz band, but it
is fixed in HITRAN 2012; the error meant that some lines could not be identified
properly before.)

There are some problems associated with HITRAN when calculations on other
planets are considered. For example, when performing calculations of the pressure
broadening on Mars, HITRAN only offers broadening parameters for self-broadening
and air-broadening. The atmosphere of Mars is not 79% N2 and 21% O2, so the
air-broadening term is mostly useless in Mars simulations, if left unaltered. This is
because the pressure broadening of CO2 is different from that of N2 and O2, so for
species other than CO2 it is difficult to use HITRAN on Mars2. A recently compiled
database presented by Mendrok et al. (2013) that is available together with ARTS in
its internal data format alleviates this problem by giving the pressure broadening from
select gases utilizing a specially made database for the microwave region. Another
way to estimate the pressure broadening in an ’exotic’ atmosphere is to compute a
factor that scales the air-broadening to work in the new atmosphere. For instance,
Hartogh et al. (2010) estimates that the Martian ’air’-broadening is a factor 1.2 larger
than for Earth for O2 and the 774 GHz line. Both approaches work, but the former
is easier to adapt for other atmospheres.

3.1.2 Atmospheric Scenarios

The importance of a priori atmospheric scenarios should not be understated when
applying radiative transfer modeling to understand measurements. Since sensors are
only sensitive to parts of the atmosphere depending on signal saturation, but the
entire atmosphere has to be modeled, it is easy to understand that the atmospheric
state reproduced by the radiative transfer modeling can be contaminated by the a
priori atmosphere. Trusting the retrieved atmospheric state in its entirety thus give
strong bias towards the atmospheric scenario utilized for the radiative transfer.

On the other hand, remote sensing of specific parameters is easier when atmo-
spheric scenarios are more certain. For instance, assuming that the volume mixing
ratio (VMR) of molecular oxygen in Earth’s atmosphere is constant regardless of
season removes retrieving the oxygen VMR from the problem of understanding the
measurement. The same assumption for carbon dioxide is not as accurate, since its

2The Martian atmosphere is mostly CO2. This means that CO2 self-broadening is the effective
Martian ’air’-broadening, but that this broadening only works for CO2.
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VMR varies somewhat during the day, with changing season, and with geographical
location. For both O2 and CO2, the isotopic ratios can be assumed known on Earth,
but the isotopic ratios of these molecules are not equally well-known, e.g., in the at-
mosphere of Mars. The more assumptions that can be made about the atmosphere —
the less free parameters that must be retrieved — the better a measurement can be
understood. The caveat is, as mentioned in the previous paragraph, that not all mea-
surements can be considered independent. To make sure assumptions are reasonable,
standard atmospheric scenarios, or databases, are frequently utilized.

On Earth, one such atmospheric database was produced by the Air Force Geo-
physics Laboratory (AFGL; Anderson et al., 1986). This database offers six different
scenarios

� Sub-arctic Summer;

� Mid-latitude Summer;

� Tropical;

� Mid-latitude Winter;

� Sub-arctic Winter; and

� US Standard.

These scenarios are supposed to represent the indicated season at some latitudes. In
each scenario a VMR is given at selected heights for a large assortment of species.
AFGL also provide pressure and temperature profiles for each scenario.

For Mars, the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique (LMD) provide model
atmospheric scenarios (see Forget et al., 1999). LMD is similar to AFGL in the data
it provides, but LMD also contain dust particulate distributions. A database based
on LMD was recently included in ARTS internal data by Rezac and Mendrok (2012).

3.1.3 Magnetism

The magnetic field of Earth is sufficiently well-known and strong that the Zeeman
effect can effectively be treated as a known entity. The magnetic field is better
measured by other instrument than a spectrometer on Earth. The International
Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) (Finlay et al., 2010) provides the Earth field
for all of my simulations of the Zeeman effect. IGRF uses a collection of data from
satellites and ground stations, and derive the spherical harmonics that best describes
the field.

The magnetic field on Mars is not equally well-known. Connerney et al. (2004)
summarizes a lot of the measurements that have been made on the Martian fields. In
essence, at 400 km above the surface the field strength is measured to peak around
100 nT and at 100 km above the surface the field strength is peaking around 1500 nT.
No in situ measurements have been made, so there are practically no measurements
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below 100 km above the surface. The magnetic peaks occur in the southern hemi-
sphere, originating from what seems to be relatively small areas. This region is
known as the Martian southern magnetic anomaly. Neither the anomaly’s source
nor the source’s strength are well understood. One work discussing the near-surface
field strength is by Brain et al. (2003). According to this work, the near-surface field
could be as strong as 15-20 T. We show in Paper II that a spectrometer is one po-
tential candidate for an instrument that can better measure and map lower altitude
magnetism on Mars.

3.2 Oxygen Measurements

3.2.1 Earth Microwave Satellites

There are several operational and experimental instruments that observe the oxygen
spectra in the atmosphere of Earth. Two examples are the Odin Sub-Millimeter
Radiometer (Odin-SMR) and the Advanced Microwave Sounder Unit A (AMSU-A).

3.2.1.1 Odin Sub-Millimeter Radiometer

Odin is a small experimental satellite that carries the Sub-Millimeter Radiometer
(SMR, Murtagh et al., 2002). It measures linear polarization in limb geometry with
a frequency resolution between 150 kHz and 1 MHz around the strong 119 GHz and
487 GHz oxygen lines (and other non-oxygen lines). As can be found in Paper I,
limb measurements by Odin-SMR through the mesosphere are Zeeman-affected.

3.2.1.2 Advanced Microwave Sounder Unit A

AMSU-A is an operational instrument placed on several meteorological satellites cov-
ering the entire Earth with measurements on a relatively short time-scale. AMSU-A
does not resolve a spectrum but rather averages measurements in 15 channels spread
over a large spectral range. Out of the 15 channels, 12 are measuring oxygen. Out
of these 12 channels, 2 are noticeably affected by the Zeeman effect. All of the oxy-
gen channels are affected by line mixing, though the higher altitude channels are less
affected by line mixing.

3.2.2 Martian Oxygen

There are theoretical models of how carbon dioxide interacts with ultraviolet light,
falls apart, and produces carbon monoxide and atomic oxygen. Carbon monoxide
and oxygen can then be recombined to once again form carbon dioxide. These models
predict a constant oxygen profile of around 0.1% (e.g., Nair et al., 1994; Forget et al.,
1999; Krasnopolsky, 2002; Angelats i Coll et al., 2005). Getting good O2 microwave
measurements on Mars is very difficult. The only such measurements so far are from
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Herschel by Hartogh et al. (2010). Analysis of their data indicates that something is
amiss with the photochemical models above.

In Paper II, we speculate that parts of the measurement residuals found by
Hartogh et al. (2010) might be due to the small magnetic effect the signal should
experience from magnetic sources. It is, however, impossible to say how large parts
of the residual are really from the Zeeman effect. Significant parts of the residuals
found are likely from other sources, e.g., as suggested by Hartogh et al. (2010), that
it is wrong to assume a constant vertical molecular oxygen profile.
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Chapter 4

Summary of Attached Publications

Below follows a summary of the publications included in this licentiate. This
encompasses solely papers that are already published in peer-reviewed journals.

4.1 Zeeman Model in ARTS (Paper I)

This article describes the implementation of the Zeeman effect in ARTS. The paper
contains the essential changes made to ARTS to include the Zeeman effect. It also
briefly compares the differences between ARTS and other Earth atmospheric models
treating the Zeeman effect. The essence of these differences is that we treat polariza-
tion in Stokes formalism in ARTS, and that full 3D geometry of the atmosphere was
already implemented. The latter means that the local magnetic field vector is also be
treated in full 3D. The former means that most common methods for scattering cal-
culations will be able to operate in the same formalism. The article demonstrates the
effectiveness of the ARTS Zeeman module by comparing model results with satellite
measurements by Odin-SMR, showing a good agreement between the model and the
instrument measurement.

Some of this article is repeated, partly in more details, in Section 2.3.1. The
paper itself gives an overview of the Zeeman effect in ARTS that is complementary
to the theory of this kappa.

4.2 Remote Sensing of Magnetism (PAPER II)

The second paper is also on the Zeeman effect and deals with weak magnetic fields.
It describes a method for detecting Zeeman-polarized lines on other planets, such as
Mars, that can return information on the strength of the magnetic field. In essence,
the described method takes the polarization state of the radiation into account, not
as a function of splitting but by relative differences in intensities of perpendicular
polarization components.

33
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In addition, the paper identifies the problems of using a single polarization sensor
when measuring Zeeman species in an atmosphere that is poorly defined. This is
done by showing that measurements for Mars by Herschel that leave a significant
residual when fit to the modeled atmosphere can also be understood as a magnetic
residual. It should be noted that the magnetic field necessary for describing the
residuals in Paper II is quite large and that it is not possible to show that the
Herschel measurement residual is actually caused by Martian magnetism.
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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents the practical theory that was used to implement the Zeeman effect
using Stokes formalism in the Atmospheric Radiative Transfer Simulator (ARTS). ARTS
now treats the Zeeman effect in a general manner for several gas species for all
polarizations and takes into account variations in both magnetic and atmospheric fields
along a full 3D geometry. We present how Zeeman splitting affects polarization in
radiative transfer simulations and find that the effect may be large in Earth settings for
polarized receivers in limb observing geometry. We find that not taking a spatially varying
magnetic field into account can result in absolute errors in the measurement vector of at
least 10 K in Earth magnetic field settings. The paper also presents qualitative tests for O2

lines against previous models (61.15 GHz line) and satellite data from Odin-SMR
(487.25 GHz line), and the overall consistency between previous models, satellite data,
and the new ARTS Zeeman module seems encouraging.

& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The Zeeman effect [1] occurs when an external mag-
netic field interacts with a molecule or an atom of total
electron spin different from zero. Such an interaction will
split an original energy level into several sub-levels [2].
One molecule in the atmosphere of Earth with total
electron spin different from zero is O2 for which the
Zeeman effect plays a crucial role in radiative transfer in

the microwave region at lower pressures [3]. Simplistically,
the Zeeman effect can be regarded as several lines shifted
from a central frequency with lines polarized in a quasi-
symmetric manner around that central frequency. When
line broadening parameters are much larger than the
frequency shift, Zeeman affected radiative transfer may
be physically indistinguishable from non-Zeeman affected
radiative transfer. For an early review on the quantum
physics of the problem see Hill [4], for a more recent
review see Schadee [5] and for a detailed textbook
discussion see, e.g., Berestetskii et al. [6] in the Landau
and Lifshitz series on theoretical physics. For instructions
on determining important parameters for the Zeeman
effect see, e.g., Veseth [7] and Christensen and Veseth [8].

There are (at least) two different approaches for polar-
ized radiative transfer simulations. We will call these the
coherency formalism and the Stokes formalism, and we
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refer to Appendix A for a short description of these. Lenoir
[2,3] was the first to describe the Zeeman effect on
radiative transfer for O2 microwave lines using coherency
formalism for the atmosphere of Earth. Lenoir's approach
has been incorporated into models by Rosenkranz and
Staelin [9], Hufford and Liebe [10], Pardo et al. [11], von
Engeln [12], Schwartz et al. [13], and Han et al. [14], usually
to make temperature retrieval for specific instruments
possible. Except for von Engeln [12], all of these authors
seem to consider the magnetic field as constant in strength
and direction throughout the propagation path (a mag-
netic vector rather than the full magnetic field).

There are data available from instruments with suffi-
cient microwave spectral resolution to observe the Zee-
man effect in the atmosphere of Earth for various O2 lines.
Such data have been gathered by, e.g., MLS [13], Odin-SMR
[15], and MAS [16,12].

The solar physics community does Zeeman affected
radiative transfer using Stokes formalism. Such works
include Rees et al. [17] and Berdyugina and Solanki [18].
The solar physics community uses the Zeeman effect to
measure the magnetic field of stars. These measurements
are usually done at shorter wavelengths and therefore for
a different set of molecules and atoms than those usually
considered in radiative transfer in planetary atmospheric
sciences.

The Atmospheric Radiative Transfer Simulator (ARTS)
[19,20] handles microwave radiative transfer in any atmo-
spheric and weak magnetic field. ARTS operates using
Stokes formalism, can operate in full 3D and run simula-
tions on various planets in the solar system. Polarization in
the model was previously mainly a product of the ice cloud
and surface scattering modules [21,22]. All molecular
absorption/emission were assumed to be scalar before
the addition of the Zeeman module. Now the Zeeman
module may also be used to model the polarized radiative
transfer in ARTS. ARTS can be found at http://www.sat.ltu.
se/arts/ and it is both free of cost and open-source.

We will in this paper describe the implementation of
the Zeeman effect in ARTS. This will be done by providing
the practical theory of the Zeeman effect using Stokes
formalism in Section 2. We will show examples of how
ARTS handles O2 lines in the mesosphere of Earth in
Section 3 as well as compare our model with previous
models and data. Section 4 contains a short discussion on
the results of Section 3, an outlook on what we plan to do
with the newly implemented Zeeman module in the
future and a short conclusion.

2. Theory

2.1. Introduction

The radiative transfer equation in local thermodynamic
equilibriumwithout scattering is (see, e.g., [23–25] or [26])

d I
!

ds
¼ �K I

!� B
!� �

; ð1Þ

where I
!¼ ½I;Q ;U;V �T is the Stokes measurement vector

as defined by, e.g., Eriksson et al. [20], s is the path, K is the
propagation matrix and B

!
is the source function, usually

½B;0;0;0�T with B as the Planck function. Note that other
terms are in use in the literature to describe K. These
include, e.g., extinction matrix and absorption matrix. The
propagation matrix for a single line of a single species due
to attenuation without the Zeeman effect is simply
KJ′;J″;N′;N″i ¼ αJ′;J″;N′;N″;iI, where I is the unity matrix,
αJ′;J″;N′;N″;i is the line absorption coefficient, J is the total
angular momentum quantum number, N is the total
angular momentum number without spin, single prime
denotes the upper level, double prime denotes the lower
level of the line transition and i is the species. The
absorption coefficient for a single line of a single species
can be calculated from

αJ′;J″;N′;N″;iðνÞ ¼ niSJ′;J″;N′;N″F′ðνÞ; ð2Þ
where ni is the molecular number density of molecule i in
the atmosphere, SJ′;J″;N′;N″ is the line strength of the J′-J″
and N′-N″ transitions, F′ is some line shape function and
ν is the frequency.

2.2. Introducing the Zeeman effect

The equation for the propagation matrix for one J′-J″
and N′-N″ line using Stokes formalism in a Zeeman
affected case will be

KJ′;J″;N′;N″;iðνÞ ¼KAðνÞþKBðνÞ; ð3Þ
where

KA νð Þ ¼ ni

2
SJ′;J″;N′;N″ ∑

M;ΔM
SM′;M″FA ν; ν0þΔν0ð ÞΦA
� � ð4Þ

is due to attenuation and

KBðνÞ ¼ niSJ′;J″;N′;N″ ∑
M;ΔM

½SM′;M″FBðν; ν0þΔν0ÞΦB� ð5Þ

is due to what is called the magneto-optic effect. The
terms in the propagation matrix are cumulative, such that
for all species and allowed transitions

KðνÞ ¼∑
i

∑
J;ΔJ;N;ΔN

KJ′;J″;N′;N″;iðνÞ: ð6Þ

In Eqs. (4) and (5), SM′;M″ is the relative line strength of the

Zeeman sub-levels, M is the projection of J
!

on the
magnetic field, FA=B are line shape functions, ν0 is the
frequency of the non-Zeeman affected line center, Δν0 is
the frequency shift due to the Zeeman effect, and ΦA=B are
the polarization rotation matrices using Stokes formalism.
The sub-indices A and B stand for the attenuation and the
magneto-optic effect respectively. The factor 1

2, in Eq. (4), is
by the convention that

∑
M;ΔM

SM′;M″ � 1; det ∑
M;ΔM

ΦA

 !
� 2;det ∑

M;ΔM
ΦB

 !
� 0: ð7Þ

The frequency shift, the relative line strength, the polar-
ization rotation matrices and the line shapes will be
discussed in Sections 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6, respectively.

There are discrete molecular energy levels associated
with the combination of quantum numbers J, N and M.
A transition between two such sets of numbers emits or
absorbs radiation with the difference in energy between
these levels. Various nomenclature are used in the
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literature for the allowed types of transitions. For
ΔJ ¼ 1;0; �1, Lenior [3] use NΔJ whereas the spectroscopic
community seems to use R, Q and P [5]. We will simply use
ΔJ when the change of J demands reference. For
ΔM¼ 0; 71 there seems to be only one accepted notation
with π representing ΔM¼ 0 and s7 representing
ΔM¼ 71. We will conform to this notation system. The
angular momentum quantum number J is limited to
jN�Sjr JrNþS [6], where S is the total electron spin
quantum number.
The projection of the total angular momentum J

!
on the

local magnetic field vector H
!

can take the form
M¼ � J;1� J; ð⋯Þ; J�1; J [3]. Transitions of the types
ΔJ ¼ 0; 71 and ΔM¼ 0; 71 are the only allowed transi-
tions, though there exists an exception for the special case
of ΔM¼ΔJ ¼M¼ 0 that is not allowed [6]. An illustration
of an example transition is given in Fig. 1 showing the
allowed ΔM sub-levels.

In practice, databases like, e.g., HITRAN [27,28], AFGL-86
[29] and IGRF-11 [30] can be consulted to find the para-
meters necessary to describe the Zeeman effect.

2.3. Frequency shift

Zeeman splitting refers to the shift in the upper and
lower energy levels due to the external magnetic field
interacting with the molecule. The energy shift of a level is

ΔE¼ �gMHμb; ð8Þ
where H is the magnitude of the local magnetic field, μb is
the Bohr magneton and g is the Landé factor [6]. According
to Lenior [3] the factor g is

g¼ gs
JðJþ1ÞþSðSþ1Þ�NðNþ1Þ

2JðJþ1Þ ; ð9Þ

where gs is a particle dependent constant. Lenior [3] used
gs � 2:00232, the value for a free electron. It might be
helpful to not use this simplification. See Table 1 for
constants of gs that take relativistic effects and coupling
between the spin and the electrons angular momentum

into account. We will note here that the difference in gs
only becomes important for sensors with a very high
frequency resolution (i.e. a few kilohertz for Earth
conditions).

Since J is N for cases when S¼0, following Eq. (8) it is
clear that the Zeeman effect only occurs for molecules
with Sa0. It is important to note that Eq. (8) for the level
J¼0 is reduced to ΔE¼ 0 but that there is still Zeeman
splitting if the other level has ΔEa0.

To get the Zeeman affected frequency shift, we have to
compute the difference between the change of energy in
the upper and lower levels. In other words, we use

Δν0 ¼
Hμ0
h

g′M′�g″M″ð Þ ð10Þ

to calculate the frequency shift of each Zeeman sub-level,
where h is the Planck constant [6]. Prime and double
prime denote the upper and lower level quantum numbers
respectively.

2.4. Relative line strength

The relative line strength, SM′;M″, of the Zeeman sub-
levels is found in Schadee [5] but are here renormalized as
in Berestetskii et al. [6]. The equations for the relative line
strength depending on ΔJ and ΔM can be found in Table 2.
We would also like to point out that the relative line
strengths of Table 2 agree with Lenior [3] for the special
cases presented therein. An example of the relative fre-
quency shift versus the relative line strength for the
Zeeman sub-levels can be found in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. An example of a Zeeman affected transition that is similar to the
transition of the strong O2 118.75 GHz line. Note that ΔM is along H

!
as

shown by M being a projection of J
!

on H
!

in the figure—the implications
of this directionality and how it affects polarization is discussed in the
text and is also shown in Fig. 3.

Table 1
Molecular gs-factors for Eq. (9).

Molecule S gs-Constant Source

O2 1 2.002064 Christensen and Veseth [8]
SO 1 2.002106 Christensen and Veseth [8]
OH 1

2
2.00089 Veseth [7]

SH 1
2

2.00089 Veseth [7]

NO 1
2

2.00071 Veseth [7]

NS 1
2

2.00096 Veseth [7]

ClO 1
2

2.00072 Veseth [7]

Table 2
Table of relative strength, SM′;M″ , for the allowed Zeeman sub-levels
[5,18].

ΔJ π s7

þ1 3½ðJþ1Þ2�M2�
2ðJþ1Þð2Jþ1Þð2Jþ3Þ

3ðJþ17MÞðJþ27MÞ
4ðJþ1Þð2Jþ1Þð2Jþ3Þ

0 3M2

JðJþ1Þð2Jþ1Þ
3ðJ8MÞðJþ17MÞ
2JðJþ1Þð2Jþ1Þ

�1 3½J2�M2�
2Jð2J�1Þð2Jþ1Þ

3ðJ8MÞðJ�18MÞ
4Jð2J�1Þð2Jþ1Þ
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According to Berestetskii et al. [6], π and s7 each
account for half of the relative line strength. For this
normalization to be consistent with Eqs. (4) and (5) the π
component therefore carry a factor of 3 in Table 2, whereas
the s7 components carry a factor of 3

2 in Table 2. That the
factor is twice as large as for the π component than for the
s7 components can, in a simplified manner, be viewed as
a geometric property.

2.5. Polarization rotation

The polarization induced by the Zeeman effect may be
understood from the example of a local magnetic field
oriented 901 to the propagation path. Since M is the
projection of J

!
on H

!
, it makes intuitive sense that sub-

levels that involve a change in the angular momentum M
are associated with linearly polarized radiation in the
direction of H

!
, and this is indeed the case. As stated in

Section 2.4, these sub-levels will account for half of the
total transition strength. The other half of the power of the
transition does not change the angular momentum M
along H

!
and must by the same reasoning therefore be

linearly polarized orthogonal to H
!

.
It is equally intuitively understandable that sub-levels

with a changing M will result in circular polarization in
radiative transfer when H

!
is tilted along the propagation

direction vector R
!

. In the example of R
!

fully along H
!

the
entire angular momentum change, ΔM, must still be
carried by the transition, which means that photons
carrying a rotation vector along R

!
will be affected. Since

we observe this radiation with a sensor element directed
towards � R

!
, the transition will result in circular

polarization in the same right handed system as ΔM.
Consequently, we will observe no distinct linear
polarization.

When we allow for all possible orientations of H
!

relative to R
!

, the problem needs a more detailed math-
ematical treatment. If we define the angle between H

!
and

R
!

as θ and the clockwise angle between the vertical
polarization direction of the antenna and the projection
of H

!
on the plane of R

!
as η, it has been shown by, e.g.,

Rees et al. [17] and Jefferies et al. [31] that

ΦAs7
¼

1þ cos 2 θ cos ð2ηÞ sin 2 θ sin ð2ηÞ sin 2 θ 82 cos θ

cos ð2ηÞ sin 2 θ 1þ cos 2 θ 0 0

sin ð2ηÞ sin 2 θ 0 1þ cos 2 θ 0
82 cos θ 0 0 1þ cos 2 θ

2
66664

3
77775

ð11Þ
and

ΦAπ
¼

sin 2 θ � cos ð2ηÞ sin 2 θ � sin ð2ηÞ sin 2 θ 0

� cos ð2ηÞ sin 2 θ sin 2 θ 0 0

� sin ð2ηÞ sin 2 θ 0 sin 2 θ 0

0 0 0 sin 2 θ

2
66664

3
77775

ð12Þ
describe the attenuating polarization rotation matrix of Eq.
(4) that can change all of the Stokes vector components,
and that

ΦBs7 ¼

0 0 0 0
0 0 82 cos θ sin ð2ηÞ sin 2 θ

0 72 cos θ 0 � cos ð2ηÞ sin 2 θ

0 � sin ð2ηÞ sin 2 θ cos ð2ηÞ sin 2 θ 0

2
66664

3
77775

ð13Þ
and

ΦBπ ¼

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 � sin ð2ηÞ sin 2 θ

0 0 0 cos ð2ηÞ sin 2 θ

0 sin ð2ηÞ sin 2 θ � cos ð2ηÞ sin 2 θ 0

2
66664

3
77775

ð14Þ
describe the magneto-optic polarization rotation matrix of
Eq. (5) that can only affect the last three of the Stokes
vector components. See Fig. 3 for a simple visualization
of the polarization vectors and propagation direction

vector R
!

.
Note that the polarization rotation matrix dependencies in

ΦA=B ¼

AI AQ AU AV

AQ AI BV BU

AU �BV AI �BQ

AV �BU BQ AI

2
66664

3
77775 ð15Þ

show the contribution to the polarization rotation matrix
due to the attenuation ðAÞ and the magneto-optic effect ðBÞ,
with the indices representing the main contributing Stokes
parameter. Eqs. (11) and (12) agree with our intuitive
description above, and Eqs. (13) and (14) will rotate the
polarization. The latter point is important to explain why,
e.g., BV, which only affects linear polarization, is said to be
from V, which is the circular polarization parameter of the
Stokes vector. BV is strongest when R

!
is along 7 H

!
, which

cancels all other magneto-optic effects and implies that

Fig. 2. Representation of normalized relative line strength versus relative
frequency shift for three different O2 transitions. (These are the transitions
used for radiative transfer in Figs. 4–7, in the upper panel ν0 � 118:75 GHz,
in the middle panel ν0 � 61:15 GHz line, and in the lower panel
ν0 � 487:25 GHz.) Note that the relative line strength is normalized per
transition but that frequency shift is relative to the largest split of the three
examples. We see that the transition with ΔNa0 (lowest panel) has the
largest split. We further see that the transition with ΔNa0 and larger J
(middle panel) has a larger range of frequency shifts for its sub-levels than
the transition with ΔNa0 and lower J (upper panel), but that the
individual sub-levels are also farther apart for the latter.
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the medium acts like a Faraday rotator by allowing one
type of circular polarization to traverse the medium faster
than the other, causing a phase delay that in turn rotates
the linear polarization. Similar phase delays exist for
linear polarization, as can be understood from BQ and BU.
We offer our own derivation of the polarization matrix for
both the attenuation and the magneto-optic effect in
Appendix A.

2.6. Line shape

It is conventional to define the line shape functions
FA=Bðν; ν0þΔν0Þ � FA=Bðν′; aÞ, where

ν′¼ ν0þΔν0�ν

ΔνD
ð16Þ

represents the frequency difference from the line center in
units of Doppler broadening width (ΔνD) and

a¼ γ

4πΔνD
ð17Þ

represents the ratio between pressure broadening width
(γ) and Doppler broadening width. From, e.g., Jefferies
et al. [31] and Landi Degl’innocenti [32] we find a devel-
oped and an applied theory on the line shapes of the
attenuation and the magneto-optic effect. Following their
examples, the line shape of attenuation around the central
frequency is the Voigt function

FA ν′; að Þ ¼ a
π

Z þ1

�1

e�y2

ðν′�yÞ2þa2
dy ð18Þ

and the line shape for the magneto-optic effect around the

central frequency is the Faraday–Voigt function

FB ν′; að Þ ¼ 1
2π

Z þ1

�1

ðν′�yÞe�y2

ðν′�yÞ2þa2
dy: ð19Þ

We find from, e.g., Sampoorna et al. [33] that we can
use a renormalized Faddeeva function

w zð Þ ¼ FAþ iFB ¼
1
π2

Z þ1

�1

e�y2

z�y
dy; ð20Þ

where z¼ ν′þ ia to describe both the line shape functions.

3. Model and results

This section will show and discuss the qualitative
differences that the ARTS Zeeman module offers for
radiative transfer simulations when active. The section
will also show qualitative tests of how the ARTS Zeeman
module compares to previous models and satellite mea-
surements.

The atmospheres used for all the figures and compar-
isons herein are from AFGL 1986 [29]. The atmospheres are
numerically defined up to 120 km — everything above is
ignored and considered vacuum. The only molecule from
which lines are considered in our calculations is O2. The
magnetic field used is from IGRF-11 [30] and we do not
take secular variations into account. We use the algorithm
by Zaghloul and Ali [34]1 to estimate a solution to the
Faddeeva function in all simulations below.

Radiative intensities presented in this section are all in
Rayleigh–Jeans brightness temperature Tb. The Stokes
formalism as defined by Eriksson et al. [20] implies that I
is the total intensity, that the horizontal linear polarization
can be read from I�Q , vertical linear polarization can be
read from IþQ , �451 linear polarization from I�U, 451
linear polarization from IþU, right circular polarization
from I�V and that the left circular polarization can be
read from IþV .

3.1. Properties of the model

A simple comparison between non-/ and Zeeman
affected radiative transfer for various tangent altitudes
above (651N, 1331E) is shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 mainly
demonstrates the effect of the Zeeman module in ARTS
for one magnetic field, satellite position, viewing direction,
atmosphere and so on, and the results are not general. We
see that there is almost no difference between non-/ and
Zeeman affected I�Q brightness temperature Tb. Contrary
to this, we also see that there is a huge difference between
non-/ and Zeeman affected IþQ . In other words, it is clear
that the Zeeman splitting affects different types of polar-
ization in different ways. Theory states that �451 polar-
ization and 451 polarization should give roughly similar
resulting Tb, and this is indeed the case. For circular
polarization there is a distinguishable power skewness
to the right of the central frequency for I�V and to the left
of the central frequency for IþV . The asymmetric Tb

Fig. 3. Geometry of the propagation, the local magnetic field and
polarization axes. All vectors in the plot are of the same length.
Specifically, êv is the vertical polarization axis of the sensor, ê ′v is the
vertical polarization axis along the magnetic field Ĥ in the plane of the
direction of propagation R̂ , êh is the horizontal polarization axis of the
sensor, ê ′h is the horizontal polarization axis perpendicular to Ĥ in the
plane of R̂ , θ is the angle between Ĥ and R̂ , and η is the clockwise angle
between ê ′v and êv (or between ê ′h and êh). Note that êv , ê

′
v , êh and ê ′h are

always in the plane of R̂ . Also note that ê ′v , R̂ and Ĥ are always in the
plane of ê ′h . The angles θ and η are important for the polarization rotation
matrices described by Eqs. (11)–(14).

1 Reimplemented in Cþþ by Steven G. Johnson under the MIT
License (attainable through http://ab-initio.mit.edu/Faddeeva).
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frequency skewness is to be expected from the quasi-
symmetry of circular polarization in s7 due to its mirrored
frequency shift and relative line strength.

We think that it is important to note the possibility of
varying the local magnetic field vector along the propaga-
tion path in ARTS and how this affects radiative transfer as
compared to using a non-varying local magnetic field
vector, which contrasts the ARTS Zeeman module to the
most previous Zeeman capable radiative transfer models.
Fig. 5 shows such a comparison for two cases when the
angle between H

!
and R

!
is approximately 01 and 901

respectively when the local magnetic field vector at the
tangent point is used throughout the comparative run. We

see that it is preferable to define H
!

as part of a field.
Failing to do so may introduce absolute errors in Tb of at
least 10 K. During the run described above, the magnetic
field in ARTS changed about 1:5 μT in strength, θ changed
with about 111 and η changed with about 291.

3.2. Qualitative rest results

We have qualitatively compared our model to the
simulation results in Fig. 5.6 of von Engeln [12]. The results
of this comparison can be found in Fig. 6. We find that our
models qualitatively agree well for all but the outermost
lines at 90 and 100 km tangent point heights. We do not
understand the reason for this discrepancy. Comparing our
results with results of another model [10], Fig. 2 of
Hartmann et al. [16], however, we find that the consis-
tently concave shape is reproduced in ARTS but not by von
Engeln [12]. This second comparison strengthens our
belief that the implementation in ARTS is valid.

A qualitative comparison with data from Odin-SMR, see
Fig. 7, shows that the implemented Zeeman module more
accurately describes the breadth of the line absorption in
real sub-millimeter wave limb sounding data than a
similar run without the Zeeman module. This qualitative
comparison makes it clear that, e.g., temperature retrieval
at lower pressures using O2 lines must take the Zeeman
effect into account.

4. Summary, conclusions and outlook

This paper has presented a practical approach to the
theory of the Zeeman effect in Stokes formalism in the
atmospheric sciences. Furthermore, we have presented
important features of the implemented ARTS Zeeman
module, we have shown that the ARTS Zeeman module

Fig. 4. Comparison between a Zeeman module and a non-Zeeman
module affected line. The direction of R

!
at the tangent point is north-

ward and the angle between R
!

and H
!

is approximately 1001. Frequency
shift is given with respect to the O2 118.75 GHz line. Dashed lines
represent the case when the Zeeman effect is ignored and solid lines
represent Zeeman affected radiances. This figure is discussed further in
the text.

Fig. 5. Tangent point limb sounding radiative transfer model comparison
between a varying local magnetic field and a constant local magnetic field
H
!

from the tangent point. Dashed lines represent the tangent point H
!

simulations and solid lines use a full IGRF-11 field. The tangent point of
this plot is at (01N, 01E) and 80 km. The azimuth angle of R

!
at the

tangent is given in the legends. Blue approximates θ at 901 and red
approximates 01. The O2 line is the 118.75 GHz line. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the
web version of this paper.)

Fig. 6. Qualitative comparison between the implemented model in ARTS
(solid lines) and the forward model as used by von Engeln [12] (dotted
lines) in mid-latitude summer atmospheric conditions for the
N′¼N″¼ J′¼ 9 and J″¼ 10 line. Different colors indicate different tan-
gent altitudes. There is a qualitative overlap between the models with
some differences, likely due to the use of slightly different atmospheres.
However, there are very clear differences at 90 and 100 km. It seems that
the two models disagree about where the outermost peaks should occur.
For more about this figure see the text. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the
web version of this paper.)
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mostly agrees with previous models, and we have shown
that ARTS now represents measured satellite signals from
the upper atmosphere better than before. The advantage of
ARTS using Stokes parameterization is that it eases inter-
pretation of the simulation results and makes the integra-
tion of additional modules easier. The ARTS Zeeman
module seems to represent the physics of the Zeeman
effect in atmospheric radiative transfer well.

As an outlook, the ARTS Zeeman module offers the
opportunity to explore several interesting problems in the
atmospheric sciences. The Odin-SMR data could be revis-
ited to retrieve the corrected temperature profiles. The
ARTS Zeeman module may also be used to better deter-
mine the errors associated with ClO, NO and OH retrieval
for models neglecting the Zeeman effect of these species.
We are looking into combining the ARTS Zeeman module
with ground-based measurements to interpret the results
better. We are also investigating the possible use of the
ARTS Zeeman module outside the atmosphere of Earth. For
instance, both O2 and NO are relatively common in the
atmosphere of Mars, which means that instrument para-
meters for future missions may be determined.
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Appendix A. Translating the propagation matrix

In coherency formalism the propagation matrix is a
complex 2�2-matrix, with combinations of elements

constituting a physical meaning. In Stokes formalism the
propagation is a real 4�4-matrix, with each element
carrying its own physical meaning. Both formalisms carry
many innate symmetries, as is clear from the physics (e.g.
polarization rotation), and they of course describe the
same physical processes.

To our knowledge the Zeeman effect has so far only been
described in terms of coherency formalism in the Earth
atmospheric sciences. We therefore think it prudent to show
the steps necessary to translate between the coherency
formalism and the Stokes formalism for the Zeeman effect.
The radiative transfer equation without scattering for local
thermodynamic equilibrium using Stokes formalism can be
found in Section 2.1 as Eq. (1). Equivalently, the radiative
transfer equation using coherency formalism [3] is

dS
ds

¼ � GSþSG†
� �

þ GþG†
� �

B; ðA:1Þ

where G is the complex propagationmatrix, S is the radiative
coherency matrix containing information equivalent to that
in the Stokes vector, and B is the Plank function. Note that †
symbolizes the complex transpose.

From Lenior [3], we find that the propagation matrix is
Gm ¼ Amþ iBm , where the subindex m denotes a local
magnetic field vector coordinate system throughout this
section. These coherency matrices are

Am ¼
A1 iA3

� iA3 A2

" #
and

iBm ¼
iB1 B3

�B3 iB2

" #
;

where Am is the attenuation matrix that is Hermitian
(Am ¼ A†

m )and iBm is the magneto-optic effect matrix that
is anti-Hermitian (iBm ¼ � iB†

m ). The attenuation matrices
for π and s7 can be found in Lenior [3]. Due to how we
have defined Am and Bm above, if the values in Am and Bm

only depend on θ (see Fig. 3) then Am ¼ f ðνÞBn

m , where f ðνÞ
is real (Am and Bm remain similar in form but their
effective values follows separate functions of frequency).
Note that n represents the element-wise conjugate. We
will treat the attenuation and the magneto-optic effect
separately in the derivation below.

The transformation from coherency formalism to
Stokes formalism ðS ) I

!Þ is

S ¼
S11 S12
S21 S22

" #
) I

!¼

S11þS22
S11�S22
ðS12þS21Þ

i ðS21�S12Þ

2
66664

3
77775; ðA:2Þ

where the components are in energy and not amplitude of
the wave (see, e.g., Mishchenko et al. [25] and von Engeln
[12] to find these definitions). When looking in more detail
at this transformation it becomes clear that

S ¼ aI IþaQQþaUUþaVV ðA:3Þ
where

aI ¼
1 0
0 1

� �
; aQ ¼ 1 0

0 �1

� �
;

Fig. 7. Odin-SMR data collected at high frequency resolution for the O2

487 GHz lines show that there is a qualitative necessity to consider the
Zeeman effect. This plot was selectively chosen out of a larger set to
demonstrate the importance of the new module but more work is still
required to retrieve the true temperature. The data was gathered with an
integration time of approximately 1.8 s, with a frequency resolution of
125 kHz and with a 451 polarized antenna. The approximative position of
the satellite is at 589 km height, with coordinates (35.571N, 1.661W), and
the line of sight of the satellite is 111.771 zenith and �9.461 azimuth
hitting a tangent point at approximately 92 km of height.
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aU ¼ 0 1
1 0

� �
; aV ¼ 0 i

� i 0

� �
:

It is now possible to use Eqs. (A.(1) and A.2) to trans-
form a given complex coherency propagation matrix, Gm ,
into the Stokes propagation matrix, Km , of Eq. (1). We see
that this is equivalent to stating that

GmSþSG†
m ) Km I

!
;

which can be divided into two parts, the attenuation

AmSþSAm ) KA;m I
!

and the magneto-optic effect

iðBmS�SBmÞ ) KB;m I
!

;

where it is clear that Km ¼KA;mþKB;m and we must
remember that Km is always real but Gm is not always
real. It is quite tedious, but straightforward, to use Eq. (A.3)
to solve the above expressions for Km. We get the
attenuation propagation matrix

KA;m ¼

A1þA2 A1�A2 0 2A3

A1�A2 A1þA2 0 0
0 0 A1þA2 0

2A3 0 0 A1þA2

2
66664

3
77775; ðA:4Þ

and the magneto-optic effect matrix

KB;m ¼

0 0 0 0
0 0 2B3 0
0 �2B3 0 �B1þB2

0 0 B1�B2 0

2
66664

3
77775: ðA:5Þ

The above expressions assume that the main axis is
determined from the local magnetic field vector rather
than from an external sensor. This is quite inconvenient
from a modeling standpoint as it makes linear polarization
difficult to track along the propagation path. It is therefore
necessary to rotate Eq. (1) from the local magnetic field
vector coordinate system to a sensor dependent coordi-
nate system using

L�1d I
!

ds
¼ �KmL�1 I

!þKmL�1 B
!

; ðA:6Þ

with

L¼

1 0 0 0
0 cos 2η � sin 2η 0
0 sin 2η cos 2η 0
0 0 0 1

2
6664

3
7775; ðA:7Þ

where η is the same as in Fig. 3. The above notations
ensure that Km acts in the magnetic coordinate system on
I
!

m ¼ L�1 I
!

, and that the result d I
!

m=ds¼ L�1 d I
!

=ds
also is in the magnetic coordinate system. The propagation
matrix we use in ARTS to always remain in the sensor
determined coordinate system is thus derived from Eq.
(A.6). We get that

K ¼ LKmL�1; ðA:8Þ
with Km ¼KA;mþKB;m as above.
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[1] We present a method for characterizing the magnetic
anomalies from the crustal fields in the lower atmosphere
of Mars that requires two perpendicular linear polarization
measurements of the Zeeman effect. The maximum effect
of the magnetic field on the signal is found at the Doppler
broadening width at low pressures rather than at the magnet-
ically induced line frequency shift, and the effect strongly
increases with increasing magnetic field strength. Based on
simulations of the Zeeman-affected spectral cross section of
the 119 GHz O2 line in a model Martian atmosphere at var-
ious magnetic field strengths, we conclude that it should be
possible to probe the strength of the magnetic anomalies
remotely with presently available technology. We discuss
limitations of the method, how these results could be rel-
evant to the interpretation of residuals in Herschel/HIFI
observations of Mars, as well as the application to detec-
tion of exoplanetary magnetic fields. Citation: Larsson, R.,
R. Ramstad, J. Mendrok, S. A. Buehler, and Y. Kasai (2013),
A method for remote sensing of weak planetary magnetic fields:
Simulated application to Mars, Geophys. Res. Lett., 40, 5014–5018,
doi:10.1002/grl.50964.

1. Introduction

[2] The fields of crustal magnetization on the Martian
southern hemisphere are thought to be remnants of an
ancient dynamo-driven planetwide magnetic dipole. This
Martian dynamo likely ceased to function when the planet’s
mantle solidified, decreasing the heat flux from the core.
Orbital measurements by the magnetometer on Mars Global
Surveyor, taken 100–400 km above the surface, have
revealed the influence of the fields which predominate the
southern hemisphere [Brain et al., 2003; Haider et al.,
2011]. However, the influence of a varying solar wind flux
and interplanetary magnetic field angle, with correspond-
ing variations in the induced magnetosphere, as well the
complexity of the fields, makes it difficult to accurately esti-
mate the field intensities at the surface. According to Brain
et al. [2003], the best fit of a power law function to the
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data implies a surface strength of �15,800 nT over the
strongest source but is dependent on assumed source depths.
Furthermore, weaker fields may cover significant surface
areas and hence atmospheric volumes. A detailed map of
the near-surface crustal field may help constrain when and
how the magnetic dipole ceased to function, in turn, maybe
shed some light on the present topographical and magnetic
dichotomy [Citron and Zhong, 2012]. At the time of writing,
there has been no functioning lander with a magnetometer
instrument on board that can do in situ measurements at the
surface. Even if such an instrument was to be placed on a
future lander, it would only be able to cover a single or a
small range of positions on the surface.

[3] The presence and strength of a planet’s intrinsic mag-
netic field strongly affects its interaction with the solar wind,
which in turn influences the rate of atmospheric escape
[Haider et al., 2011; Lundin et al., 2011]. A prominent
example is the planet-wide dipole field of Earth that shields
the entire planet from the solar wind, except for the auroral
oval where a polar outflow of ionospheric ions forms. The
ionospheric ions partly escape the planet, but a large portion
of the outflow is recycled in the plasmasphere and plasma
sheet systems [Seki et al., 2001]. Analogous recycling in
“mini-magnetospheres” formed by the Martian magnetic
anomalies are thought by Lundin et al. [2011] to be the rea-
son for fewer ions reaching the Martian magnetotail from the
southern hemisphere compared to the northern hemisphere,
which was also observed by Nilsson et al. [2011]. Outside
the magnetized regions, the atmosphere is only protected
by an induced magnetospheric boundary resulting from cur-
rents induced in response to the magnetic field frozen into
the solar wind [e.g., Barabash et al., 2007].

[4] By preventing atmospheric escape, this shielding
effect by an intrinsic magnetic field influences the long-term
habitability of the planet. The terrestrial planets are gener-
ally thought to have featured similar atmospheric conditions
at their formation; however, only Earth has retained an active
hydrological cycle thought necessary for life [Hunten, 1993;
Kasting, 1993]. With the ongoing discoveries of potentially
habitable exoplanets [e.g., Selsis et al., 2007], it is thus
crucial to remotely detect exoplanetary magnetic fields as
such feature seems to be closely linked to its potential for
habitability.

[5] With Mars as proxy for weakly magnetized planets,
we aim to show how spectroscopic observations of the Zee-
man splitting of the 119 GHz O2 line by planetary magnetic
fields can perform this remote detection. Similar methods,
but for stronger (�6 orders of magnitude) magnetic fields,
are utilized in stellar physics to characterize the magnetic
field of stars [e.g., Berdyugina and Solanki, 2002]. However,
the authors are not aware of any previous works utilizing
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the described method for characterizing weak planetary
magnetic fields.

2. Method

[6] We will here describe a method by which two polar-
ized passive microwave spectrometers, with sufficiently
high-frequency resolutions, can retrieve the magnetic field
information from an atmosphere. Commonly known as the
Zeeman effect, the physical phenomenon utilized is the
splitting of certain lines in frequency as a function of the
magnetic field. Only the most basic aspects of the theory of
the Zeeman effect, the theory of line shapes, and polarized
radiative transfer are discussed herein. We refer to previ-
ous work (R. Larsson et al., A treatment of the Zeeman
effect using Stokes formalism and its implementation in the
Atmospheric Radiative Transfer Simulator ARTS, accepted
by Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy and Radiative
Transfer, 2013) for a more thorough description of the model
and for derivation of all unreferenced quantities that follows
in this work. The Zeeman effect on Earth atmospheric radia-
tive transfer has been modeled for quite a while [Lenoir,
1967], but only recently have measurements become more
regular as modern instruments are able to resolve the effect
[Hartmann et al., 1996; Schwartz et al., 2006]. The method
can be simplified to stating that the difference between two
perpendicularly polarized signals after transfer through a
planetary atmosphere may contain information about the
planetary magnetic field.

2.1. The Zeeman Effect Signal

[7] The Zeeman effect can be described as a perturbation
theory applied to transitions with a nonzero sum electron
spin in an external magnetic field. Instead of an unper-
turbed line center for the transition, there are instead several
frequency-shifted, or perturbed, line centers with the same
total line strength. The shift from the unperturbed line cen-
ter is proportional to the strength of the magnetic field. In
addition, these lines are associated with specific polariza-
tions depending on the direction of the magnetic field. If
the propagation direction of the radiation is perpendicular
to the magnetic field, the Zeeman effect changes the lin-
ear polarization components. If the propagation direction
of the radiation is parallel to the magnetic field, the Zee-
man effect changes the circular polarization components.
For other propagation directions relative to the magnetic
field, the Zeeman effect mixes the above extrema. Fur-
thermore, in the general case, the polarization around the
perturbed line centers is rotated due to a difference in prop-
agation speed between the different polarization directions
[Jefferies et al., 1989].

[8] In this work, we will focus on the O2 transition asso-
ciated with an unperturbed line center at 119 GHz. We
choose this line as the basis of further discussion because
it is one of the simplest lines available to present the the-
oretical basis of our method. The unperturbed line strength
is divided between three perturbed lines. There is still a
line at the unperturbed line center carrying the original line
strength but for only one linear polarization. We will denote
the polarization associated with this perturbed line as hori-
zontal. The other two lines are displaced by approximately
˙14 Hz/nT relative to the unperturbed line center. These
are each associated with one type of circular polarization,

and both are associated with the remaining linear polariza-
tion. The circular polarizations are from here on referenced
as right circular and left circular, respectively. The linear
polarization associated with these perturbed lines is refer-
enced as vertical from here on. Note that an angular change
of 180ı for the magnetic field will switch which line car-
ries what circular polarization but will not affect the linear
polarization order at all. For other Zeeman-affected transi-
tions, the energy perturbation scheme may be more complex,
but it should be possible to translate all results herein with
relative ease [Schadee, 1978; Berestetskii et al., 1980].

[9] The relative shift of the perturbed lines is very small
on Mars for realistic magnetic field strengths. The pressure
and Doppler broadening widths are usually much larger,
though with a field of 10,000 nT, the Doppler broadening
is on the same order of magnitude as the Zeeman shift for
the 119 GHz line. This might create the impression that the
Zeeman signal is often hidden from spectroscopic analysis.
We intend to show, both through simulations and simplified
analytical representation of the line cross section, that this
is not necessarily the case. It should on the contrary be pos-
sible for instruments with frequency resolution on the order
of the Doppler broadening width to detect the signal associ-
ated with the Zeeman effect. We furthermore suggest that the
magnetic field is a necessary adjustable parameter for anal-
ysis of Mars O2 signals by instruments with high-frequency
resolution and that the strength of the southern magnetic
anomalies can be inferred from the difference between the
two perpendicular linearly polarized components of such
a signal.

2.2. The Polarized Line Shape

[10] We take a closer look at the line shape associated
with any line center in an atmosphere in order to explain the
results. The Faddeeva function describes the shape of the
line as a function of pressure and temperature around a line
center [e.g., Sampoorna et al., 2007]. The Faddeeva function
is

w(z) = e–z2
erfc(–iz), (1)

where z = �0 + ia, and

�0 =
� – �0 – ��0

��D
, a =

��p

��D
. (2)

[11] In the equations above, erfc(–iz) is the complex error
function, � is the frequency variable, �0 is the frequency of
the unperturbed line center, ��0 is the Zeeman frequency
shift relative to the line center, ��D is the Doppler broad-
ening width, and ��p is the pressure broadening width. The
real part of the Faddeeva function is associated with atten-
uation and the imaginary part is associated with dispersion.
A combination of the real and imaginary part can be used
to describe line mixing in the theory of pressure broaden-
ing [see, e.g., Baranger, 1958; Fano, 1963]. We ignore line
mixing by choosing the isolated 119 GHz line where we
know the effect is negligible near the line center at low pres-
sures (from, e.g., Makarov et al. [2011], the effect decreases
linearly with pressure). Although the phase is important
when considering propagation of the radiation through a
medium with a complicated magnetic field, we will only
discuss attenuation below since we think this is enough to
demonstrate the method.

[12] A single line will have its signal strength distributed
as described by equation (1). The Zeeman effect will cause
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a change in the line shape by addition from each contribut-
ing perturbed line center. Thus, a single linearly polarized
sensor expects w(z� ), [w(z�– ) + w(z�+ )]/2, or any mixing
of these two to be the result of its measurements. Here
w(z� ) represents the shape of the central line and w(z�˙

)
the respective outer line shapes. The line strength is equally
distributed between the perturbed components, i.e., the total
cross section is

�I =
1
2

�
sin2(� )w(z� ) + (1 + cos2 � )

w(z�– ) + w(z�+ )
2

�
, (3)

where � is the angle of propagation of the radiation and
the magnetic field. The data from Hartogh et al. [2010]
inherently represent total intensity by averaging two perpen-
dicular linear polarizations. Our interpretation is that this
approach leaves largely unconstrained conditions in analy-
sis up to the modeler, when the Zeeman effect is significant.
Essentially, the modelers may alter either the magnetic field
or the atmosphere to produce similar effects in the final
results and must use their best judgment to determine what
is reasonable. For instance, a different temperature profile in
the atmosphere, or a different vertical O2 distribution, may
produce the same results in a model as the Zeeman effect
would do. A better approach is to allow for the separation
of the Zeeman effect from other atmospheric effects, e.g., by
measuring the difference between the perpendicular linear
polarizations, i.e., utilize the linearly polarized cross-section
shape

�Q =
sin2(� ) cos 2�

2

�
w(z�– ) + w(z�+ )

2
– w(z� )

�
, (4)

where � is the anticlockwise angle between the axis of the
vertical polarization component and the magnetic field pro-
jected on the plane defined by the propagation direction.
Regardless of the geometry, a nonzero �Q contains some
magnetic contribution for a given atmospheric level. Com-
bining this with the information from �I, i.e., through �I˙�Q,
provides the modeler with better constraints when estimating
the atmospheric parameters. Note that a linear polarization
measurement will only experience � + �Q or �I – �Q. Also
note that the expected cross section for the total intensity
when the Zeeman effect is ignored is w(z� ) for both lin-
ear polarization components, which are then centered at �0.
The expected cross-sectional residual from models ignoring
the Zeeman effect is then (1 + cos2 � )�Q(� = 90ı, � = 0ı).
This means that the Zeeman effect is seen even in polariza-
tion independent measurements and that only if the residual
of �I is �Q for magnetically affected measurements may we
know the orientation. Otherwise, a nonzero �Q means that
|� | and � may be estimated from the residual above. This
better constrains the problem of the magnetically dependent
line shape, although it still leaves some interpretation up to
the modeler. We will assume an idealized geometry for the
strongest possible linearly polarized cross section, � = 90ı

and � = 0ı, for most of the discussion that follows.
[13] It is clear that the exponential of equation (1) con-

tributes greatly to the drop-off rate of the shape function.
With two closely adjacent, but oppositely polarizing lines,
this can be used to approximate at which frequency one or
the other polarization is dominant; the vertical polarization
will dominate as the horizontal polarization decreases with
increasing z2. We already know that the horizontal polariza-
tion signal will be strongest close to the unperturbed line

center. Assuming the change in main polarization occurs at
Re(z2) � 1, we can say that the vertical polarization extrema
of equation (4) occurs at

�max � �0 ˙
q

(��D)2 + (��p)2. (5)

[14] Equation (5) is derived with |��0|�p
(��D)2 +(��p)2

as the limit, and the peaks of �Q are otherwise found at �0 ˙
��0. If we are within the limits of equation (5), the magnetic
field may be determined from �Q at �max and at �0.

[15] Despite our focus on linear polarization above, the
results of equation (5) also apply for circular polarization. In
this case, the perturbation from the Zeeman effect is twice
as large, which might make it seem that the signal should
be noticeable for even weaker magnetic fields with circu-
lar polarization than with linear polarization. This is indeed
the case for all individual layers. There is, however, one
major complication with using a circularly polarized sensor
if the magnetic field direction changes strongly over rela-
tively short distances. It is possible, e.g., in limb sounding,
that the circular polarization order changes throughout the
propagation path. This may essentially negate all informa-
tion in the signal except for the broadening contributions
at �max.

3. Results and Discussion

[16] Our modeled level-by-level relative polarized cross
section �Q of the Zeeman effect signal for the 119 GHz O2
line on Mars is shown in Figure 1a for various magnetic field
strengths. Atmospheric conditions have been taken from a
Mars climatology data set compiled for a planetary prop-
agation toolbox [Rezac and Mendrok, 2012] and provided
with the ARTS radiative transfer model [Buehler et al.,
2005; Eriksson et al., 2011], where mean conditions includ-
ing pressure altitude and temperature were derived from
the Laboratoire de Meterologie Dynamique (LMD) Global
Circulation Model [Forget et al., 1999]. Brain et al. [2003]
modeled 15,800 nT as the highest field strength at Mars, but
this value could also be “as high as 19,900 nT under certain
assumptions” (D. Brain, private communications, 2013).

[17] Figure 1b show us the frequency shift of the outer
peaks of �Q. For weak magnetic fields and low pressures,
these peaks are indeed found at �max – �0 ' ��D from the
line center, as can be predicted from Equation 5. An instru-
ment capable of measuring the Zeeman effect on Mars must
have a frequency resolution of the order of ��D. Signifi-
cantly better frequency resolution than ��D is not necessary
to facilitate detection since the difference between horizon-
tal and vertical polarization around ��D should be sufficient
to determine the magnetic field. Instruments capable of
this frequency resolution today include those presented by
Hartogh et al., 2009 and Murtagh et al. [2002]. If a copy of
one of these instruments was placed in orbit around Mars,
we think it would be able to map the magnetic field at mid-
dle to high altitudes, although such a copy of the Odin-SMR
instrument must be altered to allow measurement of a sec-
ondary linear polarization. A somewhat similar instrument
design for a Mars mission has been proposed by Kasai
et al. [2012], though their work does not explicitly mention
the goal of measuring O2 lines.

[18] We find from Figure 1a that a signal-to-noise-ratio of
about 100 is required to detect and quantify a 1000 nT strong
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a)

b)

Figure 1. Relative polarized cross-sectional differences
between two perpendicular linear polarizations as a function
of pressure and range of possible magnetic field strengths at
Mars for the 119 GHz O2line. Figure (a) is |�Q|max, where
the relative numerical values are compared with w(z� ) at
� = �0. Figure (b) shows the frequency shift (�max – �0), in
Doppler broadening widths, of the outer extrema of �Q at
Mars for the 119 GHz O2 line. Note that the absolute relative
signal strength increases linearly in the logarithmic plane
with increasing magnetic field strength inside the limits of
equation (5).

magnetic field at heights above 10 Pa. Below 100 Pa, the
relative strength is significantly reduced for magnetic fields
of the same order. Considering a mean Martian surface pres-
sure of �800 Pa, stronger fields (&10, 000 nT) may be
detectable at the surface, though the peak of �Q will be
shifted closer to 100��D. The signal strength will be signifi-
cantly reduced, however, so near-surface magnetic fields can
probably not be mapped with the described line method for
reasonable integration times.

[19] Extrapolation of the 119 GHz results to the 774 GHz
O2 line measured by Hartogh et al. [2010] is possible with
some adjustments. The most significant change is that the
maximum perturbation is at about ˙50 Hz/nT from the line
center. The larger frequency perturbation is due to the differ-
ent type of transition. Following Berestetskii et al. [1980],

transitions of the type �J = 0 and �N = ˙2, which is the
case for the 774 GHz line, will be more perturbed than tran-
sitions of the type �J = ˙1 and �N = 0, as is the case for
the 119 GHz line. In this example, N is the quantum num-
ber associated with total angular momentum disregarding
spin and J is the quantum number taking spin into account
for the total angular momentum. The Zeeman effect signal
should thus be more easy to detect at 774 GHz, compared
to at 119 GHz. We simulated measurements for a simplified
radiative transfer scenario in ARTS to emulate the results
of Hartogh et al. [2010] for an ideal and constant magnetic
field (see supporting information). This simplified scenario
yields that a magnetic field strength of 10,000 nT should be
able to explain most of the residual in Figure 4 (lower panel)
of Hartogh et al. [2010]. However, the atmospheric profile
and the magnetic fields in this approach were both assumed
constant. The magnetic field should be stronger closer to
the surface, where most of the O2 signal originates. Most of
the polarization difference around ��D, however, occurs at
higher altitudes. Due to the logarithmically increasing sig-
nal strength with increasing magnetic field strength, a single
volume with a field strength of 20,000 nT should contribute
about 10 times more to the signal than twice the volume with
a field strength of 10,000 nT. This means that the contribu-
tion from a single strong source may be able to significantly
change the shape of the overall signal.

[20] Let us now leave Mars and turn to the subject of exo-
planets. Detection of magnetization on exoplanets is still a
field in its infancy. However, considering Mars as a proxy
for weakly magnetized terrestrial planets outside the solar
system, some remarks can be made from our analysis. Fol-
lowing Figure 1a, it is easier to detect a weak magnetic field
on an exoplanet with a cold lower atmosphere, compared to
a warmer equivalent. This is because the relative strength
increases logarithmically not only with increasing magnetic
field but also with decreasing Doppler broadening.

[21] Current methods for detection of exoplanets are
biased toward detection of big planets in close orbits around
their parent stars, i.e., gas giants with relatively high equiv-
alent temperatures. However, the long-term operation of the
Kepler telescope, in conjunction with technical improve-
ments for radial-velocity follow-up as well as direct imag-
ing/measurements, should generate a host of suitable colder
terrestrial candidates for remote detection of magnetic fields
in the near future.

4. Conclusions

[22] It should be possible to isolate the signal generated by
the Zeeman effect by measuring the difference between two
perpendicularly polarized signals around O2 lines on Mars.
Two perpendicular linearly polarized sensors with frequency
resolution on the order of ��D around an unperturbed line
center can be used to isolate the Zeeman effect from the
remaining signal and allow quantification of the magnetic
field. An added benefit of such an analysis would be better
constraints on estimation of other atmospheric parameters. A
cooled limb-sounding sensor should be able to map the mag-
netic field above 20 km on Mars for weaker magnetic fields.
For stronger localized magnetic fields, this method should
allow mapping at altitudes close to the surface.

[23] An average Martian magnetic field of 10,000 nT
could explain significant parts of the residual associated with
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the measurements-analysis comparison by Hartogh et al.
[2010]. However, it is impossible to quantify the effects of
the magnetic anomalies without further analysis of the unre-
duced spectral data, and even then it would be very difficult.
Given the magnetic field model provided by Brain et al.
[2003], it is difficult to estimate how large volumes of the
Martian lower atmosphere carry 10,000 nT strong magnetic
fields, though from our radiative transfer model, it should be
clear that a few isolated stronger fields may contribute sig-
nificantly more to the signal than their average geographical
distribution implies.

[24] If a suitable exoplanet is found and the background
noise can be kept sufficiently low, we suggest to attempt the
method described in this paper in order to detect magnetiza-
tion on the planet.
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